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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of The Invention

[0001] This invention generally relates to a device and a method for printing characters on tape (hereunder sometimes referred to simply as a tape printing device and a tape printing method, respectively), by which an input "text" consisting of a plurality of lines (or rows) of characters (incidentally, in the instant application, the term "text" means one or more lines of characters) can be printed on the tape, thereby creating a label. More particularly, this invention relates to a tape printing device being capable of determining the size of characters to be printed (hereunder sometimes referred to simply as the character size) on each line of an input text automatically (incidentally, a line pitch (namely, the distance between adjacent lines of a text) may be also determined). Further, this invention relates to a tape printing device, by which the character size (and the line pitch) can be automatically determined. Additionally, in the instant application, the term "a character" should be interpreted as a letter, digit or any other symbol.

2. Description of The Related Art

[0002] Generally, a tape printing device is operative to print an input text on a part of continuous tape if necessary, and is also operative to cut off a printed part (or piece) from the tape and thereafter eject the cut part of the tape therefrom. Recently, in view of the fact that a piece cut off from tape (hereunder sometimes referred to simply as a label) is put to a number of use, there has been proposed a tape printing device which can print not only an input text consisting of a single line of characters but another input text consisting of two or more lines of characters on a label.

[0003] In case of such a tape printing device, a user can designate or specify the number of lines of characters of an input text, the size of the characters and a line pitch, freely. However, in case of the conventional tape printing device, the size of the characters of and the line pitch corresponding to each line are designated separately from each other. Therefore, especially, in case where an input text consists of a large number of lines of characters, it takes a great deal of time to perform the designating of the character sizes and the line pitches on all of the lines of the characters of the text. Thus, the conventional tape printing device is very inconvenient to use. Practically, in case where the tape loaded in the device is changed into another tape of different width, a user often wishes that a label produced from the latter tape has the similar layout of the text printed thereon. Even in such a case, the size of characters of and the line pitch corresponding to each line should be designated separately from each other. From this point of view, the conventional tape printing device is very awkward.

[0004] If a text to be printed on tape consists of only one line of characters, a user can suitably designate or specify the size of characters and so on, because he can easily judge whether or not the text may be printed within the width of tape loaded in the device. However, if the number of lines of characters of the text is not less than two, it is often that a user makes an error in designating the character sizes and so forth and thus a resultant print becomes undesirable, depending on the width of tape loaded in the device.

[0005] To eliminate the aforesaid drawbacks of the conventional device, Applicant of the instant application has proposed another tape printing device in the Japanese Patent Application Laying-Open (Kokai) No. 6-143690. In case of this tape printing device, the combination of the character sizes respectively corresponding to a plurality of lines (in this case, three lines) can be freely designated by a user, based on the following information on the combinations of the relative character sizes respectively corresponding to (namely, assigned to) three lines: "SAME SIZE TO 3 LINES", "SMALL, SMALL AND LARGE", "SMALL, LARGE AND LARGE", "LARGE, SMALL AND SMALL" and "LARGE, LARGE AND SMALL". Subsequently, what is called an absolute value conversion is performed on the character sizes so that a text can be printed on tape. Namely, in case of this tape printing device, an operation of designating the character sizes is simplified by designating the combination of the relative character sizes instead of individually designating the character sizes (and line pitches) respectively assigned to lines.

[0006] Meanwhile, in case where a user does not designate (or specify) the character sizes respectively assigned to a plurality of lines of characters of a text, a tape printing device generally prints the text in accordance with data representing the default values of the character sizes. Further, in most tape printing devices, the default values of such character sizes are set in such a manner that a same character size is employed as the character size corresponding to each line.

[0007] Even in case that a same character size is employed for (namely, assigned to) all of the lines or rows, if the number of characters to be printed on a line changes depending on the transverse position (namely, the position in the direction of the width of tape) of the line, the longitudinal position (namely, the position in the direction of the length of tape) of the right end character of a line comes to change depending on the transverse position of the line in a label printed and ejected as described above, as shown in FIG. 7(A). Namely, an "empty space" is formed, especially, at the right side of short lines of characters (in other words, the irregularity in longitudinal positions of the right end characters of the lines occurs) in the right end portion of the label, as viewed in this figure.
Generally, when a user inputs a text consisting of a plurality of lines or rows by making the lines different in the number of characters from one another, the user often intends to make the lines have a same length by changing the character size, depending on the lines, as illustrated in FIG. 7(B).

Therefore, in case of the conventional tape printing device, a user first inputs a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters without considering the character sizes respectively corresponding to the lines. Subsequently, the preferable arrangement of the printed characters is obtained by repeatedly performing a trial-and-error method or process which comprises the steps of designating or specifying the character sizes corresponding to the lines (by assigning a small character size to a long line and also assigning a large character size to a short line) and thereafter printing the text according to the designated character sizes to judge whether or not the arrangement of the printed characters is preferable. In case where a label having the preferable arrangement of the printed characters is not obtained as a result of performing the trial-and-error method, the user sometimes takes an undesirable and inappropriate measure (for instance, the deletion of a part of characters of the long line or rows).

As described above, although an operation of designating the character sizes is simplified by designating the combination of the relative character sizes, the conventional tape printing device has drawbacks in that it takes plenty of time and labor to obtain a label on which characters arranged as intended by a user and that many useless labels may be produced on the way to make a desired label. The present invention is created to eliminate the drawbacks of the conventional tape printing device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to provide a tape printing device being capable of obtaining a label, on which a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters arranged as intended by a user is printed, without producing useless labels by lessening the user's burden as much as possible.

Further, it is another object of the present invention to provide a method for printing characters on tape (hereunder sometimes referred to simply as a tape printing method), by which a label, on which a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters arranged as intended by a user is printed, can be obtained without producing useless labels, and the user's burden can be lessened as much as possible.

To achieve the foregoing object, in accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a tape printing device for printing an input text consisting of one or more lines of characters on tape, for cutting off a printed part of the tape therefrom and for ejecting the cut part of the tape. The tape printing device is provided with a judgement portion, a character-size determination portion and a print portion. The judgement portion judges whether the number of lines of characters of the input text is not less than two, and whether or not a "character-size entrusting mode", in which a character size corresponding to each line is automatically determined, is selected. Further, in case where it is judged by the judgement portion that the character-size entrusting mode is selected and the number of lines of characters of the input text is not less than two, the character-size determination portion generates length information representing a length of each line, to which at least two longest lines of characters of the input text is assigned. Then, the character-size determination portion determines character-size attribute of each line according to the length information in such a manner to equalize lengths of at least two longest lines of characters of the input text. Thereafter, the print portion prints the input text according to the character-size attribute of each line, which is determined by the character-size determination portion.

Further, in accordance with a second aspect of the present invention, there is provided a tape printing method for printing an input text consisting of one or more lines of characters on tape, for cutting off a printed part of the tape therefrom and for ejecting the cut part of the tape. In case of the tape printing method, when the character-size entrusting mode is selected and the number of lines of characters of the input text is not less than two, length information representing a length of each line, to which at least two longest lines of characters of the input text is assigned, is first generated. Then, character-size attribute of each line is determined according to the length information in such a fashion to equalize lengths of at least two longest lines of characters of the input text. Next, the input text is printed according to the determined character-size attribute of each line.

Thus, in accordance with the device and method of the present invention, a label, on which a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters arranged as intended by a user is printed without generating an unnatural empty space at the right of the printed text, can be easily obtained. Moreover, the production of useless labels can be prevented. Furthermore, a user's burden can be lessened as much as possible.

Moreover, in an embodiment of the aforesaid tape printing device of the present invention, the character-size determination portion is provided with a first unit, a second unit, a second judgement unit, a determination unit and a multiplication unit. The first unit generates the length information representing the length of each line obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines. Then, the second unit tentatively determines the character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so that the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, becomes...
equal to the length of the longest line. Further, the second judgement unit judges whether or not a total sum of transverse sizes of all of the lines exceeds a predetermined limited size. The total sum of the transverse sizes is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned by the first unit to the longest line and of the character sizes which are assigned to the remaining lines, respectively, and determined tentatively by the second unit. Furthermore, in case where it is judged by the second judgement unit that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines does not exceed the predetermined limited size, the determination unit determines the character size assigned by the first unit to the longest line and the character sizes which are assigned to the remaining lines, respectively, and are determined tentatively by the second unit as the character size attributes of the lines. Further, in case where it is judged by the second judgement unit that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines exceeds the predetermined limited size, the determination unit divides the predetermined limited size of the width of the tape into values according to the length information so that the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, becomes as close as possible to the length of the longest line. Furthermore, the determination unit selects the combination of the character sizes, the ratio between (or among) which is closest to the ratio between (or among) the character sizes, from permissible combinations of character sizes preliminarily determined depending on the number of characters of the input text. One of the character sizes is that assigned by the first unit to the longest line and the other of the character sizes are those assigned to the remaining lines, respectively, and determined tentatively by the second unit as the character size attribute of each of the lines. Moreover, the multiplication unit determines values, which are obtained as a result of such multiplications, as character-size attributes of the lines.

[0017] Moreover, in another embodiment of the tape printing device of the first aspect of the present invention, the character-size determination portion is provided with a generation unit, a selection unit and a determination unit. The first unit generates the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines. Further, the second unit tentatively determines the character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so that the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, becomes as close as possible to the length of the longest line. Furthermore, the determination unit selects the combination of the character sizes, the ratio between (or among) which is closest to the ratio between (or among) the character sizes, from permissible combinations of character sizes preliminarily determined depending on the number of characters of the input text. One of the character sizes is that assigned by the first unit to the longest line and the other of the character sizes are those of the remaining lines determined by the second unit. Thereafter, the determination unit determines the character sizes of the selected combination as the character sizes assigned to all of the lines.

[0019] Additionally, in yet another embodiment of the tape printing device of the first aspect of the present invention, the character-size determination portion is provided with a generation unit, a selection unit and a determination unit. The generation unit generates the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines. Then, the second unit tentatively determines the character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines (namely, the lines other than the longest lines) according to the length information so that the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, becomes equal to the length of the longest line. Further, the determination unit divides the predetermined limited size of the width of the tape into values corresponding to all of the lines in proportion to the ratio between (or among) the character size assigned by the first unit to the longest line and the character sizes of the remaining lines determined by the second unit. Thereafter, the determination unit determines the values as character sizes assigned to all of the lines, respectively.

[0018] Furthermore, in still another embodiment of the tape printing device of the first aspect of the present invention, the character-size determination portion is provided with a first unit, a second unit and a determination unit. The first unit generates the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines. Further, the second unit tentatively determines the character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so that the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, becomes as close as possible to the length of the longest line. Furthermore, the determination unit selects the combination of the character sizes, the ratio between (or among) which is closest to the ratio between (or among) the character sizes, from permissible combinations of character sizes preliminarily determined depending on the number of characters of the input text. One of the character sizes is that assigned by the first unit to the longest line and the other of the character sizes are those of the remaining lines determined by the second unit. Thereafter, the determination unit determines the character sizes of the selected combination as the character sizes assigned to all of the lines.
each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, becomes equal to the length of the longest line. Next, it is judged whether or not a total sum of transverse sizes of all of the lines exceeds a predetermined limited size. The total sum is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned to the longest line and of the character sizes which are assigned to the remaining lines, respectively, and are tentatively determined. In case where it is judged that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines does not exceed the predetermined limited size, the character size assigned to the longest line and the character sizes, which are respectively assigned to the remaining lines and are tentatively determined, are determined as the character size attributes of the lines. In contrast, in case where it is judged that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines exceeds the predetermined limited size, each of the character size assigned to the longest line and the character sizes, which are respectively assigned to the remaining lines and are tentatively determined as the character size attribute of each of the lines, is multiplied by a coefficient determined according to the limited size and to the total sum of the transverse sizes of the lines. Thereafter, the values obtained by the multiplications are determined as character-size attributes of the lines.

Moreover, in a further embodiment of the tape printing device of the second aspect of the present invention, the character-size attribute of each line is determined by performing the following process. Namely, first, the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines, is generated. Subsequently, the smallest character size and the second smallest character size among the character sizes of the predetermined combinations, and moreover the length of the second longest line is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, becomes as close as possible to the length of the longest line. Subsequently, the combination of the character sizes, the ratio between (among) which is closest to a ratio of the smallest character size among the character sizes of the remaining lines, is selected from permissible combinations of character sizes preliminarily determined depending on the number of lines of characters of the input text. Thereafter, the character sizes of the selected combination are determined as the character sizes assigned to all of the lines, respectively.

Additionally, in yet another embodiment of the tape printing method of the second aspect of the present invention, the character-size attribute of each line is determined by performing the following process. Namely, first, the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines, is generated. Then, one of the combination of the character sizes corresponding to the smallest difference in length between the longest line and the second longest line determined according to the length information is selected from predetermined combinations of character sizes respectively assigned to the lines. Incidentally, the length of the longest line is calculated on the basis of the smallest character size among the character sizes of the predetermined combinations, and moreover the length of the second longest line is calculated on the basis of the second smallest character size among the character sizes of the predetermined combinations. Thereafter, the smallest character size and the second smallest character size of the character sizes of the selected combination are determined as character-size attributes of the longest line and the second line determined according to the length information, respectively.

In addition, in an additional embodiment of the tape printing method of the second aspect of the present invention, the character-size attribute of each line is determined by repeatedly performing the following process. Namely, the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines, is first generated. Then, the character size to be assigned to each of the remaining lines other than the longest lines is tentatively determined according to the length information so that the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, becomes as close as possible to the length of the longest line. Subsequently, it is judged whether or not a total sum of transverse sizes of all of the lines exceeds a predetermined limited size (incidentally, the total sum is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned to the longest line and of the character sizes which are assigned to the remaining lines, respectively, and are tentatively determined. Then, in case where it is judged in the third sub-
step that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines does not exceed the predetermined limited size, the character size assigned to the longest line and the character sizes, which are respectively assigned to the remaining lines and are determined tentatively, are determined as the character size attributes of the lines. In contrast, in case where it is judged that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines exceeds the predetermined limited size, it is further judged whether or not there is the combination of the character sizes, each of which is smaller than and is ranked next to the character size tentatively determined, and whether or not such a combination satisfies the condition that the ratio among the character sizes of the combination is equal to the ratio among the character size assigned to the longest line and the character sizes which are respectively assigned to the remaining lines and are tentatively determined. In case where it is judged that there is such a combination, the character sizes of such a combination are determined as character size attributes of all of the lines. Thereafter, in case where it is judged that there is not such a combination, the character size assigned to the longest line is replaced with a character size which is smaller and is ranked next thereto.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0025] Other features, objects and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following description of preferred embodiments with reference to the drawings in which like reference characters designate like or corresponding parts throughout several views, and in which:

- FIG. 1 is a flowchart for illustrating a process to be performed in a character-size entrusting mode of a first embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram for illustrating the electrical circuit configuration of each of first to five embodiments of the present invention;
- FIG. 3 is a flowchart for illustrating a process to be performed in a character-size entrusting mode of the second embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 4 is a flowchart for illustrating a process to be performed in a character-size entrusting mode of the third embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 5 is a flowchart for illustrating a process to be performed in a character-size entrusting mode of the fourth embodiment of the present invention;
- FIG. 6 is a flowchart for illustrating a process to be performed in a character-size entrusting mode of the fifth embodiment of the present invention; and
- FIGS. 7(A) and 7(B) are diagrams for illustrating drawbacks of a conventional tape printing device.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

[0026] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present invention (namely, tape printing devices and methods according to the present invention) will be described in detail by referring to the accompanying drawings.

(A) Electrical Circuit Configuration of Entire Device Embodying The Present Invention

[0027] First, the common electrical circuit configuration of the entire tape printing devices embodying the present invention (to be described later) will be described hereinbelow by referring to the schematic block diagram of FIG. 2.

[0028] As shown in this figure, the tape printing device mainly comprises an input portion 10, a control portion 20 and an output portion 30, similarly as other information processing systems like a word processor. The control portion 20 performs various processing according to information input from the input portion 10 and in accordance with a current step or stage of the processing. Further, results of the processing are displayed or printed by the output portion 30.

[0029] To be brief, the input portion 10 comprises a key-operating portion 11 provided with pushdown keys and a dialing key, and a tape-width detecting sensor 12. (Incidentally, the detail description of the configuration of the input portion is omitted herein for the simplicity of description). Further, the key-operating portion 11 is used to generate character codes to be supplied to the control portion 20, as well as various control data. Moreover, the tape-width detecting sensor 12 is operative to detect the width of tape loaded in the tape printing device and to supply the control portion 20 information representing the detected width of tape (hereunder sometimes referred to simply as tape-width information). Practically, the tape is contained in a tape cartridge in which physical identification elements like holes are formed to define the width of the tape. The tape-width detecting sensor 12 is operative to read (or detect) the physical identification element and thereafter output the tape-width information.

[0030] The output portion 30 is composed of print elements and display elements. Tape/ribbon feeding motor 31, which may be composed of a stepping motor, is operative to feed a tape or an ink ribbon (not shown) loaded in the tape printing device to a predetermined printing position or to the outside thereof. Thermal head 32 fixed to the printing device is operative to print characters on the tape running thereon by performing what is called a thermal transfer printing. For example, the device can print a maximum of 96 dots simultaneously. The tape/ribbon feeding motor 31 and the thermal (print) head 32 are driven by the motor drive circuit 33 and the head drive circuit 34, respectively. The printed
tape is cut by external forces exerted by, for example, a user or a cutter (not shown) driven by a motor (not shown).

[0031] In case of this tape printing device embodying the present invention, a liquid crystal display (LCD) 35 is provided in the body thereof as a display portion. This LCD 35 is driven by a display drive circuit 36 under the control of the control portion 20 and is operative to display a sequence of input characters, various kinds of attribute information and so forth directly on the screen (not shown) thereof and is also operative to turn on indicators on the screen thereof, which indicators respectively correspond to items of attributes represented by characters printed on the surface of the circumference portion (not shown) of the screen thereof.

[0032] The control portion 20 comprises, for example, a microcomputer. Further, as shown in this figure, a central processing unit (CPU) 21, a read-only memory (ROM) 22, a random access memory (RAM) 23, a character-generator ROM (CG-ROM) 24, an input interface portion 25 and an output interface portion 26 are connected with one another through a system bus 27.

[0033] Moreover, various processing programs and inalterable data (or constant data) like kana-kanji translation dictionary data are stored in the ROM 22. On the other hand, the RAM 23 is used as a work memory and is also operative to store inalterable data input by a user. Incidentally, when the power is turned off, the contents of the RAM 23 is backed up.

[0034] The processing programs and inalterable data stored in the ROM 22, as well as the data stored in the RAM 23, will be described in detail in the description of each of the embodiments (to be described later). Incidentally, in any of the embodiments to be described later, a processing program 22a to be executed in a "character-size entrusting mode" (to be described later) is stored in the ROM 22. Further, when executing the processing program 22a, a work area to be used for the execution of the processing program is formed or established in the RAM 23.

[0035] Furthermore, the CG-ROM 24 stores information (hereunder sometimes referred to as font information) on the fonts of characters (namely, letters, digits, or other symbols), which are supported by the tape printing device embodying the present invention. When code data specifying a character (namely, a letter, digit or other symbol) is given, font information corresponding to the character is output from the CG-ROM 24. Here, note that either outline fonts or bitmap fonts may be employed as the fonts designated by the font information which is stored in the CG-ROM 24. In cases of the first and second embodiments (to be described later), the CG-ROM 24 stores font information representing outline fonts. In contrast, in cases of the third to fifth embodiments, the CG-ROM 24 stores font information designating bitmap fonts.

[0036] The input interface portion 25 is operative to provide the interface between the input portion 10 and the control portion 20. Further, the output interface portion 26 is operative to provide the interface between the output portion 30 and the control portion 20.

[0037] Moreover, the CPU 21 processes an input signal sent from the input portion 10 and executes a processing program, which is stored in the ROM 22 and corresponds to a current stage of the processing, by utilizing the work area established in the RAM 23 and by suitably using the inalterable data stored in the ROM 22 and in the RAM 23, if necessary. Furthermore, the CPU 21 causes the LCD 35 to display information representing the situation or results of the processing on the screen thereof and also causes the thermal head to print such information on tape (not shown). Additionally, a judgement portion 21a is operative to judge whether the number of lines of characters of an input text is not less than two, and whether or not the character-size entrusting mode is selected. Further, a character-size determination portion 21b is operative to execute the program 22a and generate the length information representing the length of each line, to which a same character size is assigned, in case where it is judged by the judgement portion that the character-size entrusting mode is selected and the number of lines of characters of the input text is not less than two. Moreover, the character-size determination portion 21b is operative to determine the character-size attribute of each line according to the length information in such a manner to equalize lengths of at least two longest lines of characters of the input text.

(B) Other Features Common to First through Fifth Embodiments

[0038] Hereinafter, features common to the first to fifth embodiments of the present invention other than the above described electrical circuit configuration will be described prior to the detail description of each of the embodiments.

[0039] The first to fifth embodiments of the present invention are characterized by having a character-size entrusting mode in which a user does not designate or specify the character size corresponding to (or assigned to) each of lines of characters of a text and the tape printing device automatically determines an optimum character size for each of the lines of characters.

[0040] In the Japanese Patent Application Laying-Open (Kokai) No. 6-143690, Applicants of the instant application have disclosed another automatic mode in which a user does not designate the character size assigned to (or corresponding to) each of lines of characters of a text and the tape printing device automatically determines or sets a character size corresponding to (namely, assigned to) each of the lines of characters. However, in this automatic mode, the tape printing device automatically determines or sets a same character size as the character size to be used for all of the lines of characters (namely, the tape printing device
automatically assigns a same character size to all of the lines of characters). Thus, this automatic mode is different from a mode in which a different character size is set or employed correspondingly to each of the lines of characters as illustrated in FIG. 7(B).

[0041] In contrast, in cases of the first to fifth embodiments of the present invention, in the character-size entrusting mode, the tape printing device automatically determines or sets the character size corresponding to (namely, assigned to) each of the lines of characters by taking the length of each of the lines into consideration in such a manner that each of the lines can have a same length in printed output on tape. Processing to be performed on a text consisting of a single line of characters in the character-size entrusting mode is similar to that to be performed in the automatic mode described in the Japanese Patent Application Laying-Open (Kokai) No. 6-143690. Therefore, the description of the processing to be performed on a text consisting of a single line of characters is omitted herein for the brevity of description.

[0042] Data representing default value of each attribute (hereunder sometimes referred to simply as default value data) is stored in the ROM 22 of the tape printing device of the present invention. Regarding character sizes, data indicating the character-size entrusting mode is stored therein as the default value data. Therefore, the character-size attribute of each of the lines of characters of an input text is set to the character-size entrusting mode, unless a user designates or specifies the character size corresponding to (namely, assigned to) each of the lines. Incidentally, sometimes, a text to be printed on a part of tape is composed of two or more sub-texts (hereunder referred to as text sections) to be respectively printed on partitions of the part, which are contiguously aligned in the longitudinal direction of the tape. Further, each text section contains one or more lines of characters, and the line pitch assigned to at least one text section is different from the line pitches respectively assigned to the other text sections of the text (namely, the number of lines of characters contained in at least one of the text sections is different from the number of lines of characters contained in each of the other text sections). In such a case, the respective character-size attributes of the lines of each of the text sections are set to the character-size entrusting mode. In the following descriptions of the first to fifth embodiments, for the simplicity of description, the processing to be performed on a text consisting of a single text section in the character-size entrusting mode will be explained by way of example. In case where the text consists of a plurality of text sections, such a processing is repeatedly performed on each of the text sections.

[0043] Hereunder, the first to fifth embodiments of the present invention will be described, provided that in case where the tape printing device is set in the character-size entrusting mode, the process of practically determining the character size corresponding to (namely, assigned to) each line is performed when instructing the thermal head to print characters.

[0044] Moreover, the process of determining the character size in the character-size entrusting mode may be performed by a dedicated hardware logic. However, the first to fifth embodiments will be described, assuming that the CPU 21 executes the processing program 22a preliminarily stored in the ROM 22.

[0045] Incidentally, in case of the embodiments of the present invention, the determining of the character sizes respectively assigned to the lines of characters of a text entails the determining of the line pitch (namely, the distance between the adjoining lines) assigned to the text. Generally, the character sizes and the line pitch are determined independently from each other in a word processor. In cases of existing tape printing devices, the maximum number of lines and that of dots arranged in the direction of the width (namely, in the transverse direction) of tape are preliminarily set or determined. Thus, as above stated, the determining of the character size involves that of the line pitch. In cases of the embodiments which will be described hereinbelow, the line pitch is automatically determined as the character size is determined.

(C) First Embodiment

[0046] Hereinafter, the first embodiment of the present invention will be described by referring to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 1 is a flowchart for illustrating the processing program 22a to be executed in the character-size entrusting mode in the first embodiment to print a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters. Incidentally, as described above, in case of the first embodiment, it is assumed that the font information stored in the CG-ROM 24 represents outline fonts.

[0047] When instructing the output portion to print a text currently displayed on the screen of the LCD 35, the CPU 21 checks the character size attribute concerning the text and the number of lines of characters of the text. If the character-size entrusting mode is set as the character size attribute and further the number of lines is not less than two, the device initiates the process illustrated in FIG. 1.

[0048] First, the character size assigned to a line, which is obtained by equalizing the character sizes respectively corresponding to (namely, assigned to) the lines and dividing the limited number of dots aligned in the direction of the width of tape (to be described later) by the number of lines (namely, is obtained by what is called a "uniform character-size layout"), is tentatively determined or set as the fundamental character size assigned to each line (in step 101). For example, in case where the number of dots which can be printed by the thermal head 32 is 96 and moreover the text consists of two lines of characters, the fundamental character size assigned to each of the lines is tentatively set to 48 × 48. Further, in case where the number of dots...
which can be printed by the thermal head 32 is 96 and the text consists of three lines, the fundamental character size assigned to each of the lines is tentatively set to $32 \times 32$. Incidentally, in the instant application, a character size (namely, the size of a character) is represented by a product of the number of dots in the longitudinal direction of a dot matrix used to form the character (hereunder sometimes referred to simply as a longitudinal dot number) and the number of dots in the transverse direction of the dot matrix (hereunder sometimes referred to simply as a transverse dot number). Next, in step 102, the length of each of the lines is calculated according to the character size tentatively set as described above (hereunder sometimes referred to as the tentative (fundamental) character size). Then, the longest line is determined from the results of comparisons among the obtained lengths of the lines (in step 103). Incidentally, in case of the first embodiment, a character size being different from the fundamental character size assigned to a line may be assigned to a part of characters of the line. Therefore, the length of a line is obtained by calculating a total sum of the longitudinal dot numbers of the character sizes of the characters of the line, instead of calculating a product of the number of characters and the longitudinal dot number of the fundamental character size.

If the longest line is determined, a short line (namely, one of the lines which are shorter than the longest line) is set (in step 104) as an object (line). Then, it is checked (in step 105) whether or not the length of this short line, which is calculated on the basis of a current tentative fundamental character size, is equal to that of the longest line (in step 105). In case where the length of this short line is not equal to that of the longest line, the character size assigned to the object line is changed to a next upper rank size (in step 103). Subsequently, the program returns to the step 105. Further, such a "searching" process is repeatedly performed until the length calculated on the basis of a tentative fundamental character size corresponding to this short line becomes equal to the length of the longest line (namely, until such a tentative fundamental character size is found). This tentative fundamental character size found as a result of the searching process is temporarily determined as the (definite) fundamental character size corresponding to (namely, assigned to) this short line (in step 107).

Incidentally, the process or method of "searching" for the definite fundamental character size may be performed by increasing the tentative fundamental character size gradually (hereunder referred to as a first searching method). Alternatively, the "searching" process or method may be carried out by selecting an intermediate character size between character sizes, of which the corresponding lengths of a short line are already checked, and next checking whether or not the length of the short line, which is calculated by using the selected intermediate character size, is equal to the length of the longest line (hereunder referred to as a second searching method). For example, first, a character size twice an initial tentative fundamental character size is selected. Subsequently, the length of the short line is calculated by using the selected character size. Then, the calculated length of the short line is checked. If the calculated length of the short line is longer than the length of the longest line, then a character size 1.5 times the initial tentative fundamental character size is selected and next the length of the short line is computed by using this selected character size. Then, the computed length of the short line is checked. If the computed length of the short line is shorter than that of the longest line, a character size 1.75 times the initial tentative fundamental character size is selected. Subsequently, the length of the short line is calculated by using the selected character size. Thereafter, the calculated length of the short line is checked. In contrast, if the length computed by using the character size 1.5 times the initial tentative fundamental character size is longer than that of the longest line, a character size 1.25 times the initial tentative fundamental character is then selected and subsequently, the length of the short line is computed. Thereafter, the computed length of the short line is checked. In this way, the search will be continued until the definite fundamental character size is found.

Practically, an average operation time in case of the second searching method is shorter than that in case of the first searching method. When performing the second searching method, the intermediate character size may be obtained by adding a half of the difference between the two character sizes, of which the corresponding lengths of the short line are already checked, to the smaller one of the two character sizes. For instance, an intermediate size between character sizes $48 \times 48$ (dots) and $32 \times 32$ (dots) is $40 \times 40$ (dots), found by $(48 - 32) / 2 + 32 = 40$. Here, note that generally, an addition and a subtraction can easily be performed and that an operation of dividing binary data by 2 can easily be carried out by shifting the data right by one bit position.

When the (definite) fundamental character size corresponding to (namely, to be assigned to) a short line is determined in the aforementioned way, it is checked (in step 108) whether or not the determining of the definite fundamental character sizes respectively corresponding to all of the short lines of characters is completed. If not completed, the program returns to the step 104 whereupon the determining of the definite fundamental character size corresponding to another line is commenced.

Thus, the definite fundamental character sizes respectively corresponding to all of the short lines are temporarily determined by repeatedly performing the aforementioned "searching" process. Further, when this is verified in step 108, a total sum of the transverse dot numbers (namely, the number of dots in the transverse direction of the tape) respectively corresponding to all of
the definite fundamental character sizes determined as
to each line is calculated (in step 109). Then, the cal-
culated total sum of the transverse dot numbers is com-
pared with the limited number of dots aligned in the
direction of the width of tape. Further, it is judged from
the result of this comparison (in step 110) whether the
definite fundamental character size corresponding to
each line presents no problem in view of the limited
number of dots aligned in the traverse direction of tape
(namely, whether or not the definite fundamental char-
acter sizes raise a problem that the calculated total sum
of the transverse dot numbers exceed the limited
number of dots aligned in the transverse direction of tape).

[0054] Incidentally, note that the limited number of
dots aligned in the traverse direction (namely, in the
direction of the width) of tape may be the number of dots
which the tape printing device can print on tape in the
traverse direction thereof (namely, the transverse dot
number (namely, the number of dots in the direction of
the width of tape) of the thermal head 32), or may be a
maximum number of dots which can be aligned within
the width of tape, which is detected by the tape-width
detecting sensor 12. Additionally, in the former case
(namely, in case of employing the number of dots which
can be printed on tape in the traverse direction), it is
sometimes requested in a more practical printing pro-
cess (to be described later) to load a broad or wide tape
in the tape printing device and further change the char-
acter sizes according to the width of the tape.

[0055] In case where it is judged that there is no prob-
lem (for example, in case where all of the lines have a
same length from the beginning), the program immedi-
ately advances to step 112 whereupon the more practi-
cal printing process is performed (for instance, the dot
pattern of the text and blanks (or space) are generated
and moreover the head 32 and the motor 31 are acti-
vated and driven). In contrast, in case where the definite
fundamental character size corresponding to (namely,
assigned to) each line raises a problem in view of the
limited number of dots aligned in the traverse direction
of tape, the definite fundamental character size is
updated and reduced by being multiplied by a ratio of
the definite fundamental character size to the limited
number of dots aligned in the traverse direction of tape
(in step 111). Then, the program advances to step 112
and starts performing the more practical printing pro-
cess.

[0056] As described above, in case of the first embodi-
ment of the present invention, data representing the
character-size entrusting mode is stored as the default
value data corresponding to the character size. Further,
in case of employing this mode, the fundamental char-
acter size corresponding to (namely, to be assigned to)
each line is automatically determined to print a text.
Thereby, a label, on which a text consisting of a plurality
of lines of characters arranged as intended by a user is
printed, can be easily obtained without producing use-
less labels which would be generated in a try-and-error
process performed in the conventional device, by less-
ening a user's burden as much as possible.

[0057] Especially, in case of the tape printing device of
the present invention, the lengths of the lines of charac-
ters can be made to be precisely equal to one another,
because the outline fonts are employed.

[0058] Incidentally, there is another method for equal-
izing the lengths of lines of characters of a text, namely,
what is called a "justification" method usually employed
in word processors. In case of performing this justifica-
tion method, a same character size is employed for all of
lines of characters and, in contrast, the pitch (namely,
the distance between adjacent characters) may be
changed every line. However, in cases of labels to be
produced by the tape printing device, the pitch
employed for a short line sometimes becomes very
large to the extent that characters on this short line can
not be recognized as a sequence of characters. There-
fore, in case of the tape printing device, this justification
method is unpractical or impractical.

(D) Second Embodiment

[0059] Next, the second embodiment of the present
invention will be described in detail hereinbelow by
referring to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 3 is a
flowchart for illustrating the processing program 22a to
be executed in the character-size entrusting mode in the
second embodiment to print a text consisting of a plural-
ity of lines of characters. Incidentally, as described
above, in case of the second embodiment, it is assumed
that the font information stored in the CG-ROM 24 rep-
resents outline fonts.

[0060] In case of the second embodiment of the
present invention, when instructing the output portion to
print a text currently displayed on the screen of the LCD
35, the CPU 21 verifies the character size attribute con-
cerning the text and the number of lines of characters of
the text. If the character-size entrusting mode is set as
the character size attribute and the number of lines is
not less than two, the device commences performing the
process illustrated in FIG. 3. Incidentally, in this fig-
ure, like reference numerals indicates like or corre-
sponding steps of FIG. 1.

[0061] In case of the second embodiment, the process
of temporarily determining the definite fundamental
character sizes respectively corresponding to all of the
lines is the same as the process comprising the steps
101 to 108 of the first embodiment. Therefore, the
description of such a process is omitted herein for the
simplicity of description.

[0062] When the definite fundamental character sizes
respectively corresponding to all of the lines are deter-
mined temporarily, the CPU 21 finds a ratio between (or
among) the transverse dot numbers of the definite fund-
damental character sizes (in step 120). For example, if
a text to be printed on tape is composed of three lines of
characters and moreover, the definite fundamental character sizes respectively corresponding to the three lines are 48 \times 48 dots, 32 \times 32 dots and 40 \times 40 dots, the ratio 48 : 32 : 40 = 6 : 4 : 5 is obtained in step 120.

Next, the limited number of dots in the traverse direction of tape are distributed among the three lines according to the obtained ratio (incidentally, as described above, the limited number of dots may be the number of dots which the tape printing device can print on tape in the traverse direction thereof (namely, the transverse dot number of the thermal head 32) or a maximum number of dots which can be aligned within the width currently detected by the tape-width detecting sensor 12). Thus, the fundamental character sizes respectively corresponding to the lines are determined (in step 121). For instance, if the limited number of dots aligned in the traverse direction, namely, in the direction of the width of tape is 96 (dots) and the obtained ratio is 5 : 3 : 4, the fundamental character size corresponding to the first line is 40 \times 40 dots, found by 96 \times 5 / 12 = 40. Further, the fundamental character size assigned to the second line is 24 \times 24 dots, found by 96 \times 3 / 12 = 24. Furthermore, the fundamental character size corresponding to the third line is 32 \times 32 dots, found by 96 \times 4 / 12 = 32.

Thus, the more practical printing process (involving, for instance, the generating of the dot pattern of the text and the blanks and the driving of the head 32 and the motor 31) is performed (in step 112) according to the character size obtained correspondingly to the lines.

Thus, in case of the second embodiment of the present invention, data representing the character-size entrusting mode is stored as the default value data corresponding to the character size, similarly as in case of the first embodiment of the present invention. Further, when employing this mode, the fundamental character size corresponding to (namely, to be assigned to) each line is automatically determined and a text is printed on tape. Thereby, a label, on which a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters arranged as intended by a user is printed, can be easily obtained without producing useless labels by lessening a user's burden as much as possible. Moreover, because the outline fonts are used in case of the second embodiment of the present invention, the lengths of the lines of characters can be made to be precisely equal to one another.

(E) Third Embodiment

Next, the third embodiment of the present invention will be described in detail hereinafter by referring to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 4 is a flowchart for illustrating the processing program 22a to be executed in the character-size entrusting mode in the third embodiment to print a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters. Incidentally, as stated above, in case of the third embodiment, it is assumed that the font information stored in the CG-ROM 24 represents bitmap fonts.

In case of the third embodiment of the present invention, when instructing the output portion to print a text currently displayed on the screen of the LCD 35, the CPU 21 verifies the character size attribute concerning the text and the number of lines of characters of the text. If the character-size entrusting mode is set as the character size attribute and the number of lines is two or more, the device starts performing the process illustrated in FIG. 4. Incidentally, in this figure, like reference numerals indicates like or corresponding steps of FIG. 1.

In case of the third embodiment, the process of temporarily determining the tentative fundamental character sizes corresponding to (namely, to be assigned to) each of the lines, finding the longest line and selecting a shorter line as an object of the "searching" process is the same as the process comprising the steps 101 to 104 of the first embodiment. Therefore, the description of such a process is omitted herein for the brevity of description.

After a short line is selected (in step 104) as an object of the "searching" process, the tentative fundamental character size corresponding to (namely, assigned to) the selected short line is increased (in step 132) from the smallest one of the possible levels of the fundamental character size to the largest one thereof by stages. Further, at each stage of the process of increasing the tentative fundamental character size, the difference between the length of the longest line and the length calculated from the current level of the tentative fundamental character size is computed (in step 130). Finally, the tentative fundamental character size corresponding to the smallest difference is temporarily determined as the definite fundamental character size corresponding to the short line (in step 133).

In case of employing bitmap fonts, several discrete levels of the character size are available in the tape printing device. Thus, while the process of "searching" for the definite fundamental character size corresponding to the short line is performed, the tentative fundamental character size can be changed among the discrete levels thereof. Therefore, even when using the most appropriate level of the definite fundamental character size found as a result of the "searching" process, the calculated length of the short line is sometimes not equal to the length of the longest line. Therefore, the tentative fundamental character size corresponding to the smallest difference is a most appropriate level of the character size to be employed as the definite fundamental character size to be assigned to the short line.
an unprocessed short line to which no definite fundamental character size is assigned. If not finished, the program returns to the step 104 whereupon the determining of the definite fundamental character size to be assigned to another line is started.

[0072] Thus, the definite fundamental character sizes respectively assigned to all of the short lines are temporarily determined by repeatedly performing the aforesaid "searching" process. Further, when this is verified in step 134, a total sum of the transverse dot numbers respectively corresponding to all of the definite fundamental character sizes determined as above described is computed (in step 135). Subsequently, the computed total sum of the transverse dot numbers is compared with the limited number of dots aligned in the direction of the width (namely, in the transverse direction) of tape. Further, it is judged from the result of this comparison (in step 136) whether the definite fundamental character size corresponding to each line presents no problem in view of the limited number of dots aligned in the traverse direction of tape.

[0073] If it is judged from a result of the comparison that there is no problem (for instance, in case where all of the lines have an approximately same length from the beginning), the program immediately goes forward to step 112 to perform the more practical printing process (for example, to generate the dot pattern of the text and blanks and to drive the head 32 and the motor 31). In contrast, in case where the definite fundamental character size corresponding to each line raises a problem in view of the limited number of dots aligned in the traverse direction of tape (namely, the computed total sum of the transverse dot numbers exceed the limited number), a ratio between (or among) the transverse dot numbers of the definite fundamental character sizes is calculated (in step 137). Subsequently, it is checked in step 138 whether or not the ratio between (or among) the character sizes (hereunder referred to as the next lower rank character sizes), each of which is smaller than and is ranked next to the definite fundamental character size assigned to each line of characters of the text, is equal to the ratio calculated in step 137. If it is found in step 138 that the ratio is equal to the ratio obtained in step 137, the next rank character sizes are finally determined as the definite fundamental character sizes in step 139. Then, the program advances to step 112 to start the more practical printing process. In contrast, if not, the character size, which is smaller than and is ranked next to the definite fundamental character size assigned to the longest line, is determined in step 140 as a new definite fundamental character size assigned thereto. Thereafter, the program returns to step 104 and the determining of the definite fundamental character sizes corresponding to each line is started all over again on the basis of the length of the longest line computed from the new definite fundamental character size.

[0074] Thus, in case of the third embodiment of the present invention, data representing the character-size entrusting mode is stored as the default value data corresponding to the character size, similarly as in case of the first and second embodiments of the present invention. Further, when employing this mode, the fundamental character size to be assigned to each line is automatically determined and a text is printed on tape. Thereby, a label, on which a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters arranged as intended by a user is printed, can be easily obtained without producing useless labels by lessening a user's burden as much as possible.

[0075] Moreover, generally, the tape printing device employing the bitmap fonts similarly as the third embodiment can perform the "searching" process faster than those employing the outline fonts.

(F) Fourth Embodiment

[0076] Next, the fourth embodiment of the present invention will be described in detail hereinbelow by referring to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 5 is a flowchart for illustrating the processing program 22a to be executed in the character-size entrusting mode in the fourth embodiment to print a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters. Incidentally, as described above, in case of the fourth embodiment, it is assumed that the font information stored in the CG-ROM 24 represents bitmap fonts.

[0077] In case of the fourth embodiment of the present invention, when instructing the output portion to print a text currently displayed on the screen of the LCD 35, the CPU 21 verifies the character size attribute concerning the text and the number of lines of characters of the text. If the character-size entrusting mode is set as the character size attribute and the number of lines is not less than two, the device starts performing the process illustrated in FIG. 5. Incidentally, in this figure, like reference numerals indicates like or corresponding steps of FIGS. 1 and 4.

[0078] Incidentally, in case of the fourth embodiment of the present invention, the process comprising the steps of determining the tentative fundamental character size assigned to each line, finding the longest line, selecting a short line as an object of the "searching" process, increasing the tentative fundamental character size assigned to the selected short line from the smallest one of the possible fundamental character sizes to the largest one thereof by stages, calculating the difference between the length of the longest line and the length computed from the current tentative fundamental character size at each stage of the process of increasing the fundamental character size, and temporarily determining the tentative fundamental character size corresponding to the smallest difference as the definite fundamental character size to be assigned to the short line is the same as the process comprising steps 101 to 134 in case of the third embodiment of the present invention. Therefore, the detail description of such a
process is omitted here for simplicity of description.

[0079] When the definite fundamental character sizes respectively corresponding to (namely, to be respectively assigned to) all of the lines are temporarily determined in the aforementioned way, the ratio between (or among) the transverse dot numbers assigned to the definite fundamental character sizes is computed and the computed ratio is stored in the work area established in the RAM 23 as a reference ratio (in step 150).

[0080] Thereafter, a combination of the fundamental character sizes respectively assigned to all of the lines, which combination is permissible in view of the limited number of dots aligned in the transverse direction of tape and the number of the lines of characters of the text to be printed, is first selected in step 151. Next, the ratio among the character sizes of the selected combination is calculated in step 152. Further, the calculation of such a ratio is performed on each of the permissible combinations of character sizes respectively corresponding to all of the lines (in steps 152 and 153).

[0081] When employing bitmap fonts in the tape printing device, the available character size has several levels. Thus, if the number of lines is determined, only several combinations of the character sizes respectively assigned to the lines can meet the limitation in number of dots in the traverse direction (namely, in the direction of the width) of tape.

[0082] For instance, it is assumed that the available character sizes (in other words, the available levels of the character size) are 16 × 16 dots, 24 × 24 dots, 32 × 32 dots and 48 × 48 dots, that a 12-mm-wide tape is loaded in the tape printing device and that the number of dots which can be aligned in the direction of the width of the tape (in this case, this number is employed as the limited number of dots in the traverse direction of the tape) is 72. In this case, if an input text consists of two lines or rows of characters, the practical combinations of the character sizes respectively assigned to the two lines are as follows:

(1) In case of a first combination, the fundamental character size assigned to a first line and that assigned to a second line are 48 × 48 dots and 24 × 24 dots, respectively. In this case, the number of dots aligned in the transverse direction of the tape is represented by the expression \((48 + 24)\), using the transverse dot numbers \((48\text{ and }24)\) of the fundamental character sizes respectively assigned to the first and second lines. Hereunder, such an expression will be also used to represent another combination of the character sizes in a similar case.

(2) In case of a second combination, the fundamental character size assigned to a first line and that assigned to a second line are 48 × 48 dots and 16 × 16 dots, respectively. In this case, the number of dots aligned in the transverse direction of the tape is represented by the expression \((48 + \text{line space} + 16)\), using the transverse dot numbers \((48\text{ and }16)\) of the fundamental character sizes respectively assigned to the first and second lines. Hereinafter, such an expression will be also used to represent another combination of the character sizes in a similar case.

(3) Combination of the fundamental character sizes represented by the expression \((32 + \text{line space} + 32)\).

(4) Combination of the fundamental character sizes represented by the expression \((32 + \text{line space} + 24)\).

(5) Combination of the fundamental character sizes represented by the expression \((32 + \text{line space} + 16)\).

In addition, the following combinations are obtained by interchanging the fundamental character sizes between the first and second lines in the combinations (1), (2), (4) and (5). Namely,

(6) Combination of the fundamental character sizes represented by the expression \((24 + 48)\).

(7) Combination of the fundamental character sizes represented by the expression \((16 + \text{line space} + 48)\).

(8) Combination of the fundamental character sizes represented by the expression \((24 + \text{line space} + 32)\).

(9) Combination of the fundamental character sizes represented by the expression \((16 + \text{line space} + 32)\). For example, in step 151, a combination of the fundamental character sizes is first selected from the combinations (1) to (9).

[0083] Similarly, in step 161 of the program to be executed by the fifth embodiment (to be described later), a combination of the fundamental character sizes is first selected from a plurality of the combinations. However, in cases of the combinations of the fundamental character sizes employed in the fifth embodiment, the fundamental character sizes do not relate to the line numbers (namely, the transverse positions of the lines). In this respect, the combinations of the fundamental character sizes employed in the fifth embodiment are different from the combinations (1) to (9) employed in the fourth embodiment, in which the fundamental character sizes correspond to the line numbers, respectively, as described above.

[0084] In the aforementioned steps 151 to 153, the ratio between (or among) the transverse dot numbers of the fundamental character sizes of each of the combinations is obtained. Incidentally, in case where the limited number of dots in the transverse direction of the tape is the number of dots determined in accordance with the width of the tape loaded in the tape printing device, the processing in which a detection signal output from the tape-width detecting sensor 12 is received in the control portion 20 during the process comprising steps 151 to 153, is performed. Alternatively, the ratio between (or among) the transverse dot numbers of the
permisible fundamental character sizes may be calculated by providing in the ROM 22 a table for preliminarily storing the permissible combinations of the fundamental character sizes corresponding to each value of the number of lines and also storing the transverse dot numbers of the fundamental character sizes of each of the permissible combinations, instead of performing the above described process consisting of steps 151 to 153.

[0085] Thereafter, in step 154, the CPU 21 searches, from the permissible combinations of the fundamental character sizes respectively corresponding to the lines, a combination of the fundamental character sizes, the ratio between (or among) the transverse dot numbers of which is closest to the reference ratio between (or among) the definite fundamental character sizes obtained in step 150. Subsequently, the fundamental character sizes of the combination found as a result of the search are finally determined as the definite fundamental character sizes to be respectively assigned to the lines (in step 155). Then, the program starts performing the more practical printing process (in step 112).

[0086] Incidentally, in the search of the combinations, what is called a matching distance is employed as an evaluation value. Therefore, the combination of the fundamental character sizes, the ratio between (or among) the transverse dot numbers of which is the same as the reference ratio, is selected most preferentially. If the ratio between (or among) the transverse dot numbers of the character sizes of two or more combinations are the same as the reference ratio, the combination of larger character sizes is selected.

[0087] Thus, in case of the fourth embodiment of the present invention, data representing the character-size entrusting mode is stored as the default value data corresponding to the character size, similarly as in case of the aforementioned embodiments of the present invention. Further, when employing this mode, the fundamental character size corresponding to each line is automatically determined and a text is printed on tape. Thereby, a label, on which a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters is printed, can be easily obtained without producing useless labels by lessening a user’s burden as much as possible.

(G) Fifth Embodiment

[0088] Next, the fifth embodiment of the present invention will be described in detail hereinbelow by referring to the accompanying drawings. FIG. 6 is a flowchart for illustrating the processing program 22a to be executed in the character-size entrusting mode in the fifth embodiment to print a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters. Incidentally, as described above, in case of the fifth embodiment, it is assumed that the font information stored in the CG-ROM 24 represents bitmap fonts.

[0089] In case of the fifth embodiment of the present invention, when instructing the output portion to print a text currently displayed on the screen of the LCD 35, the CPU 21 verifies the character size attribute concerning the text and the number of lines of characters of the text. If the character-size entrusting mode is set as the character size attribute and the number of lines is two or more, the device starts performing the process illustrated in FIG. 6. Incidentally, in this figure, like reference numerals indicates like or corresponding steps of FIG. 1.

[0090] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the CPU 21 tentatively determines the character size to be assigned to one line, which is obtained by equally dividing the limited number of dots in the direction of the width of the tape (namely, is obtained in case of what is called the uniform character-size layout) in step 101 as the (tentative) fundamental character size assigned to each line. Subsequently, the CPU 21 calculates the length of each line, based on the tentative fundamental character size assigned thereto, in step 102. Further, the CPU 21 determines the longest line and the second longest line on the basis of the comparison between (or among) the calculated lengths of the lines in step 160.

[0091] Further, the CPU 21 selects one of the combinations of the character sizes determined depending on the number of the lines (in step 161). As described above, in case of the fifth embodiment, each of the character sizes of these combinations is not specifically related to the line number (namely, the transverse position of a line) and further each of these combinations is formed by combining the practical character sizes in each case of the number of the lines, regardless of the line numbers (namely, the transverse positions of the lines). Information representing these combinations is stored in the table established in the ROM 22.

[0092] Furthermore, the CPU 21 assigns the smallest character size of the selected combination to the longest line and also assigns the second smallest character size of this combination to the second longest line in step 162. Subsequently, the CPU 21 calculates the difference between the lengths of these two lines, based on the character sizes assigned thereto (in step 163). This process is performed on all of the combinations (in steps 161 to 164).

[0093] When the difference between the lengths of the longest line and the second longest line corresponding to each of the combinations is obtained in this way, the combination corresponding to the smallest difference is searched for (in step 165). Then, the smallest character size and the second smallest character size of the combination found as a result of the search are determined as the character size to be assigned to the longest line and that to be assigned to the second longest line, respectively in step 166.

[0094] Thereafter, it is checked (in step 167) whether or not an input text consists of two lines. If the number of
lines of characters of the input text is two, the program immediately advances to step 112 and performs the more practical printing process according to the determined character size corresponding to each of the lines. In contrast, if the number of lines of characters of the input text is not less than three, the character sizes other than the smallest character size and the second smallest character size, which are selected from those of the combination corresponding to the smallest difference, are assigned to the remaining lines, to which no character sizes are assigned, (namely, the lines other than the longest line and the second longest line) in step 168. Incidentally, the assignment of the character sizes to the remaining lines is repeatedly performed in such a manner that the smallest one of the current remaining character sizes of the combination corresponding to the smallest difference is assigned to the longest one of the current remaining lines, the lengths of which have been calculated in step 102.

Therefore, in case of the fifth embodiment of the present invention, data representing the character-size entrusting mode is stored as the default value data corresponding to the character size. Further, when employing this mode, the fundamental character size corresponding to each line is automatically determined in such a fashion that in case of performing the uniform character-size layout, at least two long lines come to have a same length. Then, a text is printed on tape. Thereby, a label, on which a text consisting of a plurality of lines of characters arranged as intended by a user is printed, can be easily obtained without producing useless labels by lessening a user's burden as much as possible.

Incidentally, practically, the number of lines of characters of a text to be treated by the tape printing device is only 4 lines or so at most. In case where a text to be printed consists of such a number of lines, if the two longest lines are made to have a same length, an empty space at the right side of the printed text (especially, at the right side of short lines other than the two longest lines) comes not to look unnatural. Moreover, the processing can be speeded up (namely, the processing time can be shortened) very much, because the calculation of the difference in length between two lines is performed only on a pair of the longest line and the second longest line correspondingly to each of the permissible combinations of the character sizes in the “searching” process as stated above.

(H) Other Embodiments

In cases of the aforementioned embodiments, the length of each line obtained in step 102 is represented in terms of the number of dots, in the light of the fact that different character sizes may be respectively assigned to a plurality of parts of characters aligned on the same line. It is, however, rare to assign different character sizes to a plurality of parts of characters aligned on the same line. Therefore, the processing may be performed in this step by defining the length of a line as the number of characters of a line. Incidentally, in case of the processing to be performed in another step (for example, step 105), it is necessary to calculate the length of each line in terms of the number of dots. However, when defining the length of a line as the number of characters of the line, the processing can be promoted (namely, the processing time can be shortened).

Meanwhile, some tape printing device for printing alphanumeric characters on tape performs what is called a “proportional printing” of alphanumeric characters (namely, a printing method in which proportionally-spaced fonts are employed and each pair of adjacent character cells aligned on a line are separated by equal space). However, if the number of characters of a line is defined as the length of the line in case of such a tape printing device, the processing can not be precisely performed. Thus, the processing to be performed in, for instance, step 102 may be carried out by preliminarily obtaining the average of the longitudinal dot number (namely, the number of dots in the longitudinal direction of the tape) of each alphanumeric character (hereunder referred to as the average dot number), and then storing the average dot numbers in the ROM 22 and thereafter calculating the length of each line by use of the stored average dot numbers, instead of the number of characters. Incidentally, either a simple mean or a weighted mean (or average) calculated in consideration of the frequency of occurrence of each alphanumeric character may be employed as the average. (In case where such a weighted mean is employed, the average is obtained by heavily weighting the longitudinal dot number of an alphanumeric character having the high frequency of occurrence (for example, “E”) and by lightly weighting the longitudinal dot number of an alphanumeric character having the low frequency of occurrence (for example, “Z”). Alternatively, the tape printing device may utilize length information generated as will be described hereinbelow. Namely, alphanumeric characters are first classified into a plurality of groups (for instance, a group of the characters such as “I” and “J”, which are relatively short in the longitudinal direction of tape if printed on tape, and another group of the characters such as “W”, which are relatively long in the longitudinal direction of tape if printed thereon). Then, the average value of the longitudinal dot numbers is preliminarily calculated correspondingly to each of the groups. Next, the frequency (or number) of occurrences of the alphanumeric characters of each group in the characters of a line are
of the present invention, the character size corre-

(H-2) In cases of the aforesaid embodiments of the
present invention, in the character-size entrusting
mode, the determination of the character size (and
the line pitch) corresponding to each line is per-
formed when instructing the device to print a text.
However, such a determination may be performed
at another phase or stage of the processing. For
example, such a determination may be performed
when the input of an text is finished, or when
instructing the RAM to store the input text. In such
cases, information representing the determined
character size (and line pitch) may be stored in the
RAM as character size information. Moreover, the
character size (information) to be stored may be
represented in terms of relative value data (for
instance, "LARGE", "MIDDLE" and "SMALL") or
absolute value data converted according to the
width of tape.

(H-3) In cases of the aforementioned embodiments
of the present invention, the character-size entrust-
ing mode is set as the factory-set default value
data. As a matter of course, another character-size
determination mode (for example, a mode in which
the character sizes are equally determined accord-
ing to the uniform character-size layout) may be set
as the default value data. Namely, the character-
size entrusting mode may be set as an optional
mode which can be selected after the program is
activated.

(H-4) The number of lines or rows of characters of
each text and the width of tape are not limited to
the number and the width as described in the foregoing
description of the aforementioned embodiments,
respectively. Namely, the tape printing device of the
present invention can treat a text consisting of an
arbitrary number of lines of characters and also
treat a tape of arbitrary width. Incidentally, the char-
acter sizes may be changed at some phase or
stage in the processing. For example, once, the
character size corresponding to each line is deter-
mined on the premise that the maximum number of
dots, which can be printed in the direction of the
width of tape, is set as the limited number of dots.
Thereafter, the width of the tape loaded in the
device is verified at the time of performing the more
practical printing process. Subsequently, the char-
acter sizes may be changed according to the width
of the tape loaded in the device.

(H-5) In cases of the aforementioned embodiments
of the present invention, the character size corre-

sponding to each line may be selected (or deter-
mined) from a plurality of character sizes, each of
which has the longitudinal dot number being equal
to the transverse dot number. However, double
width sizes and double height sizes may be
selected as the character size corresponding to
each line.

In each case of the embodiments described in
the paragraphs (H-1) to (H-5), a label, on which a text
consisting of a plurality of lines of characters arranged
as intended by a user is printed, can be easily obtained
without producing useless labels by lessening a user's
burden as much as possible.

While preferred embodiments of the present
invention have been described above, it is to be under-
stood that the present invention is not limited thereto
and that other modifications will be apparent to those
skilled in the art.

The scope of the present invention, therefore,
is to be determined solely by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A tape printing device for printing an input text con-
sisting of one or more lines of characters on tape,
for cutting off a printed part of the tape therefrom
and for ejecting the cut part of the tape, the tape
printing device, comprising:

judgement means (21a) for judging whether
the number of lines of characters of the input
text is not less than two, and whether or not a
character-size entrusting mode, in which a
character size corresponding to each line is
automatically determined, is selected;
character-size determination means (21b, 22a)
for generating length information representing
a length of each line, to which a same charac-
ter size is assigned, in case where it is judged
by the judgement means that the character-
size entrusting mode is selected and the
number of lines of characters of the input text is
not less than two, and for determining charac-
ter-size attribute of each line according to the
length information to equalize lengths of at
least two longest lines of characters of the input
text; and
print means (31, 32, 33, 34) for printing the
input text according to the character-size
attribute of each line, which is determined by
the character-size determination means.

2. The tape printing device as set forth in claim 1,
wherein the character-size determination means
(21b, 22a) includes:

first means (101, 102) for generating the length
information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines;

second means (103 to 108) for tentatively determining a character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so as to make the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, equal to the length of the longest line;

second judgement means (109, 110) for judging whether or not a total sum of transverse sizes of all of the lines exceeds a predetermined limited size, the total sum being calculated on the basis of the character size assigned by the first means (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes which are respectively assigned to the remaining lines and determined tentatively by the second means (103 to 108);

means (110) for determining the character size assigned by the first means (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes respectively assigned to the remaining lines and determined tentatively by the second means (103 to 108); and

means (111) for multiplying each of the character size, which is assigned by the first means (101, 102) to the longest line, and the character sizes, which are respectively assigned to the remaining lines and determined tentatively by the second means (103 to 108), by a coefficient, which is determined according to the limited size and the total sum of the transverse sizes of the lines, in case where it is judged by the second judgement means (109, 110) that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines does not exceed the predetermined limited size; and

3. The tape printing device as set forth in claim 1, wherein the character-size determination means (21b, 22a) includes:

first means (101, 102) for generating the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines;

second means (103 to 108) for tentatively determining a character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so as to make the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, equal to the length of the longest line; and

means (120, 121) for dividing a predetermined limited size of a width of the tape into values respectively corresponding to all of the lines in proportion to a ratio among the character size assigned by the first means (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes of the remaining lines determined by the second means (103 to 108), and for determining the values as character sizes assigned to all of the lines, respectively.

4. The tape printing device as set forth in claim 1, wherein the character-size determination means (21b, 22a) includes:

first means (101, 102) for generating the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines;

second means (103, 104, 131 to 134) for tentatively determining a character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so as to make the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, become as close as possible to the length of the longest line; and

means (150 to 155) for selecting a combination of the character sizes, the ratio among which is closest to a ratio among the character size assigned by the first means (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes of the remaining lines tentatively determined by the second means (103, 104, 131 to 134), from permissive combinations of character sizes preliminarily determined depending on the number of lines of characters of the input text, and for determining the character sizes of the selected combination as the character sizes assigned to all of the lines, respectively.

5. The tape printing device as set forth in claim 1, wherein the character-size determination means (21b, 22a) includes:

first means (101, 102) for generating the length information representing the length of each of the lines;
6. The tape printing device as set forth in claim 5, wherein the character-size determination means (21b, 22a) further comprises means (167, 168) for determining the character-size attributes of remnant lines, to each of which no character size has already been assigned, in case where the number of lines of characters of the input text is not less than three, by iteratively assigning a smallest one of current unassigned character sizes of the selected combination to a longest one of current remnant lines until the character sizes are assigned to all of the lines of characters of the input text.

7. A tape printing method for printing an input text consisting of one or more lines of characters on tape, for cutting off a printed part of the tape therefrom and for ejecting the cut part of the tape, the tape printing method, comprising the steps of:

   generating length information representing a length of each line, to which a same character size is assigned, in case where the character-size entrusting mode is selected and the number of lines of characters of the input text is not less than two, and determining character-size attribute of each line according to the length information to equalize lengths of at least two longest lines of characters of the input text (101 to 111, 120, 121, 130 to 140, 150 to 155); and

   printing the input text according to the character-size attribute, which is determined by the step (101 to 111, 120, 121, 130 to 140, 150 to 155) of determining the character-size attribute of each line (112).

8. The tape printing method as set forth in claim 7, wherein the step (101 to 111, 120, 121, 130 to 140, 150 to 155) of generating length information representing a length of each line and determining character-size attribute of each line includes:

   a first sub-step (101, 102) of generating the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines;

   a second sub-step (103 to 108) of tentatively determining a character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so as to make the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, equal to the length of the longest line;

   a third sub-step (109, 110) of judging whether or not a total sum of transverse sizes of all of the lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned in the first sub-step (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes respectively assigned to the remaining lines and determined tentatively in the second sub-step (103 to 108), exceeds a predetermined limited size;

   a fourth sub-step (110) of determining the character size assigned in the first sub-step (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes respectively assigned to the remaining lines and determined tentatively in the second sub-step (103 to 108) as the character size attributes of the lines, in case where it is judged in the third sub-step (109, 110) that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines does not exceed the predetermined limited size; and

   a fifth sub-step (111) of multiplying each of the character size, which is assigned in the first sub-step (101, 102) to the longest line, and the character sizes, which are respectively assigned to the remaining lines and determined tentatively in the second sub-step (103 to 108), by a coefficient, which is determined according to the limited size and the total sum of the transverse sizes of the lines, in case where it is judged in the third sub-step (109, 110) that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines exceeds the predetermined limited size, and of determining values, which are obtained by multiplying each of the character sizes by the coefficient, as character-size...
9. The tape printing method as set forth in claim 7, wherein the step (101 to 111, 120, 121, 130 to 140, 150 to 155) of generating length information representing a length of each line and determining character-size attribute of each line includes:

a first sub-step (101, 102) of generating the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines;

a second sub-step (103 to 108) of tentatively determining a character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so as to make the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, equal to the length of the longest line; and

a third sub-step (120, 121) of dividing a predetermined limited size of a width of the tape into values respectively corresponding to all of the lines in proportion to a ratio among the character size assigned in the first sub-step (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes of the remaining lines determined in the second sub-step (103 to 108), and of determining the values as character sizes assigned to all of the lines, respectively.

10. The tape printing method as set forth in claim 7, wherein the step (101 to 111, 120, 121, 130 to 140, 150 to 155) of generating length information representing a length of each line and determining character-size attribute of each line includes:

a first sub-step (101, 102) of generating the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines;

a second sub-step (103, 104, 131 to 134) of tentatively determining a character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so as to make the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, become as close as possible to the length of the longest line; and

a third sub-step (150 to 155) of selecting a combination of the character sizes, the ratio among which is closest to a ratio among the character size assigned in the first sub-step (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes of the remaining lines tentatively determined in the second sub-step (103, 104, 131 to 134), from permissible combinations of character sizes preliminarily determined depending on the number of lines of characters of the input text, and of determining the character sizes of the selected combination as the character sizes assigned to all of the lines, respectively.

11. The tape printing method as set forth in claim 7, wherein the step (101 to 111, 120, 121, 130 to 140, 150 to 155) of generating length information representing a length of each line and determining character-size attribute of each line includes:

a first sub-step (101, 102) of generating the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines;

a second sub-step (160 to 165) of selecting, from predetermined combinations of character sizes respectively corresponding to the lines, one of the combination of the character sizes corresponding to the smallest difference in length between the longest line and a second longest line determined according to the length information, the length of the longest line being calculated on the basis of a smallest character size among the character sizes of the predetermined combinations, the length of the second longest line being calculated on the basis of a second smallest character size among the character sizes of the predetermined combinations; and

a third sub-step (166) of determining a smallest character size and a second smallest character among the character sizes of the combination, which is selected in the second sub-step, as character-size attributes of the longest line and the second line determined according to the length information, respectively.

12. The tape printing method as set forth in claim 11, wherein the step (101 to 111, 120, 121, 130 to 140, 150 to 155) of generating length information representing a length of each line and determining character-size attribute of each line further includes a sub-step (167, 168) of:

determining the character-size attributes of remnant lines, to each of which no character size has already been assigned, in case where the number of lines of characters of the input text is not less than three, by iteratively assigning a smallest one of current unassigned character sizes of the combination, which is selected in the second sub-step, to a longest
one of current remnant lines until the character sizes are assigned to all of the lines of characters of the input text.

13. The tape printing method as set forth in claim 7, wherein the step (101 to 111, 120, 121, 130 to 140, 150 to 155) of generating length information representing a length of each line and determining character-size attribute of each line include:

a first sub-step (101, 102) of generating the length information representing the length of each of the lines, which is obtained in case where the same character size is assigned to all of the lines;
a second sub-step (103, 104, 131 to 134) of tentatively determining a character size to be assigned to each of remaining lines other than the longest lines according to the length information so as to make the length of each of the remaining lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned thereto, become as close as possible to the length of the longest line;
a third sub-step (135, 136) of judging whether or not a total sum of transverse sizes of all of the lines, which is calculated on the basis of the character size assigned in the first sub-step (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes respectively assigned to the remaining lines determined tentatively in the second sub-step (103, 104, 131 to 134), exceeds a predetermined limited size;
a fourth sub-step (136) of determining the character size assigned in the first sub-step (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes respectively assigned to the remaining lines and determined tentatively in the second sub-step (103, 104, 131 to 134) as the character size attributes of all of the lines does not exceed the predetermined limited size;
a fifth sub-step (137, 138) of determining whether or not there is a combination of the character sizes, each of which is smaller than and is ranked next to the character size tentatively determined, and which combination satisfies a condition that a ratio among the character sizes of the combination is equal to a ratio among the character size assigned in the first sub-step (101, 102) to the longest line and the character sizes respectively assigned to the remaining lines and determined tentatively in the second sub-step (103 to 108), in case where it is judged in the third sub-step (135, 136) that the total sum of the transverse sizes of all of the lines exceeds the predetermined limited size; a sixth sub-step (139) of determining the combination of the character sizes, each of which is smaller than and is ranked next to the character size tentatively determined, as character size attributes of all of the lines, in case where it is judged in the fifth sub-step (137, 138) that there is the combination of the character sizes; and

Patentansprüche

1. Banddruckvorrichtung zum Drucken eines Eingabetextes, der aus einer oder mehreren Zeichenzeilen besteht, auf ein Band, zum Abschneiden eines gedruckten Bandabschnitts und zum Ausgeben des abgeschnittenen Bandabschnitts, wobei die Banddruckvorrichtung umfaßt:

   eine Beurteilungseinrichtung (21 a) zur Beurteilung, ob die Anzahl der Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes nicht kleiner als zwei ist und ob ein Zeichengrößen-Zuteilungsmodus, in dem eine Zeichengröße, die jeder Zeile entspricht, selbsttätig bestimmt wird, ausgewählt ist oder nicht;

   eine Zeichengrößen-Bestimmungseinrichtung (21 b, 22 a) zur Erzeugung von Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen, der die gleiche Zeichengröße zugeordnet ist, in dem Fall, daß durch die Beurteilungseinrichtung beurteilt wird, daß der Zeichengrößen-Zuteilungsmodus ausgewählt ist und die Anzahl der Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes nicht kleiner als zwei ist, sowie zur Bestimmung eines Zeichengrößenattributs für jede Zeile gemäß der Längeninformationen, um die Längen zumindest der zwei längsten Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes gleich zu machen; und

   eine Druckeinrichtung (31, 32, 33, 34) zum Drucken des Eingabetextes entsprechend dem Zeichengrößenattribut einer jeden Zeile, das durch die Zeichengrößen-Bestimmungseinrichtung bestimmt ist.

2. Banddruckvorrichtung, wie in Anspruch 1 angege-
ben, wobei die Zeichengrößen-Bestimmungseinrichtung (21b, 22a) umfaßt:

- eine erste Einrichtung (101, 102) zur Erzeugung der Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen und die erhalten werden, in dem Fall, daß die gleiche Zeichengröße allen Zeilen zugeordnet wird;

- eine zweite Einrichtung (103 bis 108) zur versuchsweisen Bestimmung einer Zeichengröße, die jeder restlichen Zeile, die von den längsten Zeilen verschieden ist, entsprechend den Längeninformationen zugeordnet werden soll, damit die Länge jeder restlichen Zeile, die auf Grundlage der ihr zugeordneten Zeichengröße berechnet wird, gleich der Länge der längsten Zeile wird;

- eine zweite Beurteilungseinrichtung (109, 110) zur Beurteilung, ob die Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen aller Zeilen eine vorbestimmte Grenzgröße überschreitet oder nicht, die auf Grundlage der Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile durch die erste Einrichtung (101, 102) zugeordnet ist, und der Zeichengrößen berechnet wird, die jeweils den restlichen Zeilen zugeordnet und versuchsweise durch die zweite Einrichtung (103 bis 108) bestimmt worden sind;

- eine Einrichtung (110) zur Bestimmung der Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile durch die erste Einrichtung (101, 102) zugeordnet worden ist, und der Zeichengrößen, die jeweils den restlichen Zeilen zugeordnet und versuchsweise durch die zweite Einrichtung (103 bis 108) als die Zeichengrößenattribute der Zeilen bestimmt worden sind, in dem Fall, daß durch die zweite Beurteilungseinrichtung (109, 110) beurteilt wird, daß die Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen aller Zeilen die vorbestimmte Grenzgröße nicht überschreitet; und

- eine Einrichtung (111) zur Multiplikation der jeweiligen Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile durch die erste Einrichtung (101, 102) zugeordnet worden ist, und der Zeichengrößen, die jeweils den restlichen Zeilen zugeordnet und versuchsweise durch die zweite Einrichtung (103 bis 108) bestimmt worden sind, mit einem Koeffizienten, der entsprechend der Grenzgröße und der Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen der Zeilen bestimmt wird, in dem Fall, daß durch die zweite Beurteilungseinrichtung (109, 110) beurteilt wird, daß die Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen aller Zeilen die vorbestimmte Grenzgröße überschreitet, sowie zur Bestimmung von Werten als Zeichengrößenattribute der Zeilen, die durch Multiplikation jeder Zeichengröße mit dem Koeffizienten erhalten werden.

3. Banddruckvorrichtung, wie in Anspruch 1 angegeben, wobei die Zeichengrößen-Bestimmungseinrichtung (21b, 22a) umfaßt:

- eine erste Einrichtung (101, 102) zur Erzeugung der Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen und die erhalten werden, in dem Fall, daß die gleiche Zeichengröße allen Zeilen zugeordnet wird;

- eine zweite Einrichtung (103 bis 108) zur versuchsweisen Bestimmung einer Zeichengröße, die jeder restlichen Zeile, die von den längsten Zeilen verschieden ist, entsprechend den Längeninformationen zugeordnet werden soll, damit die Länge jeder restlichen Zeile, die auf Grundlage der ihr zugeordneten Zeichengröße berechnet wird, gleich der Länge der längsten Zeile wird;

- eine Einrichtung (120, 121) zur Teilung einer vorbestimmten Grenzgröße der Weite des Bandes in Werte, die jeweils allen Zeilen entsprechen und dem Verhältnis aus der Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile durch die erste Einrichtung (101, 102) zugeordnet worden ist, und den Zeichengrößen der restlichen Zeilen proportional sind, die durch die zweite Einrichtung (103 bis 108) bestimmt worden sind, sowie zur Bestimmung der Werte als Zeichengrößen, die jeweils allen Zeilen zugeordnet sind.

4. Banddruckvorrichtung, wie in Anspruch 1 angegeben, wobei die Zeichengrößen-Bestimmungseinrichtung (21b, 22a) umfaßt:

- eine erste Einrichtung (101, 102) zur Erzeugung der Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen und die erhalten werden, in dem Fall, daß die gleiche Zeichengröße allen Zeilen zugeordnet wird;

- eine zweite Einrichtung (103, 104, 131 bis 134) zur versuchsweisen Bestimmung einer Zeichengröße, die jeder restlichen Zeile, die von den längsten Zeilen verschieden ist, gemäß den Längeninformationen zugeordnet werden soll, damit die Länge jeder restlichen Zeile, die auf Grundlage der ihr zugeordneten Zeichengröße berechnet wird, so nahe wie möglich der Länge der längsten Zeile wird; und
eine Einrichtung (150 bis 155) zur Auswahl einer Kombination von Zeichengrößen, deren Verhältnis dem Verhältnis aus der Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile durch die erste Einrichtung (101, 102) zugeordnet worden ist, und den Zeichengrößen der restlichen Zeilen am nahesten ist, die versuchsweise durch die zweite Einrichtung (103, 104, 131 bis 134) bestimmt worden sind, sowie zur Bestimmung der Zeichengrößen der ausgewählten Kombination als die Zeichengrößen, die jeweils allen Zeilen zugeordnet sind.

5. Banddruckvorrichtung, wie in Anspruch 1 angegeben, wobei die Zeichengrößen-Bestimmungseinrichtung (21b, 22a) umfaßt:

eine Einrichtung (101, 102) zur Erzeugung der Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen und die erhalten werden, in dem Fall, daß die gleiche Zeichengröße allen Zeilen zugeordnet wird;

eine Auswahl einrichtung (160 bis 165) zur Auswahl aus vorbestimmten Kombinationen von Zeichengrößen, die jeweils den Zeilen entsprechen, einer der Kombinationen von Zeichengrößen, die der kleinsten Längendifferenz zwischen der längsten Zeile und der zweitlängsten Zeile entspricht, die gemäß den Längeninformationen bestimmt wurde, wobei die Länge der längsten Zeile auf der Grundlage der kleinsten Zeichengröße aus den Zeichengrößen der vorbestimmten Kombinationen berechnet wird, und die Länge der zweitlängsten Zeile auf der Grundlage einer zweitkleinsten Zeichengröße aus den Zeichengrößen der vorbestimmten Kombinationen berechnet wird; und

eine Einrichtung (166) zur Bestimmung der kleinsten Zeichengröße und der zweitkleinsten Zeichengröße aus den Zeichengrößen der ausgewählten Kombination als Zeichengrößenattribute der längsten Zeile bzw. der zweitlängsten Zeile, die entsprechend den Längeninformationen bestimmt wurden.

6. Banddruckvorrichtung, wie in Anspruch 5 angegeben, wobei die Zeichengrößen-Bestimmungseinrichtung (21b, 22a) des weiteren eine Einrichtung (167, 168) zur Bestimmung der Zeichengrößenattribute der verbleibenden Zeilen umfaßt, denen bisher keine Zeichengröße zugeordnet worden ist, in dem Fall, daß die Anzahl der Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes nicht kleiner als drei ist, indem die kleinste der gegenwärtig nicht zugeordneten Zeichengrößen der ausgewählten Kombination iterativ der längsten der gegenwärtig verbleibenden Zeilen zugeordnet wird, bis die Zeichengrößen allen Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes zugeordnet sind.

7. Banddruckverfahren zum Drucken eines Eingabetextes, der aus einer oder mehreren Zeichenzeilen besteht, auf ein Band, zum Abschneiden eines gedruckten Bandabschnitts und zum Ausgeben des abgeschnittenen Bandabschnitts, wobei das Banddruckverfahren die Schritte umfaßt:

Erzeugen von Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen, der die gleiche Zeichengröße zugeordnet ist, in dem Fall, daß der Zeichengrößen-Zuteilungsmodus ausgewählt ist und die Anzahl der Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes nicht kleiner als zwei ist, und

Bestimmen eines Zeichengrößenattributs für jede Zeile gemäß der Längeninformationen, um die Längen zumindest der zwei längsten Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes (101 bis 111, 120, 121, 130 bis 140, 150 bis 155) gleich zu machen; und

Drucken des Eingabetextes entsprechend dem Zeichengrößenattribut, das durch den Schritt (101 bis 111, 120, 121, 130 bis 140, 150 bis 155) zum Bestimmen des Zeichengrößenattributs jeder Zeile (112) bestimmt wird.

8. Banddruckverfahren, wie in Anspruch 7 angegeben, wobei der Schritt (101 bis 111, 120, 121, 130 bis 140, 150 bis 155) zum Erzeugen von Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen, und zum Bestimmen eines Zeichengrößenattributs für jede Zeile umfaßt:

 einen ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zum Erzeugen der Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen und die erhalten werden, in dem Fall, daß die gleiche Zeichengröße allen Zeilen zugeordnet wird;

 einen zweiten Unterschritt (103 bis 108) zur Versuchsweise Bestimmung einer Zeichengröße, die jeder restlichen Zeilen, die von den längsten Zeilen verschieden ist, entsprechend den Längeninformationen zugeordnet werden soll, damit die Länge jeder restlichen Zeile, die auf der Grundlage der ihr zugeordneten Zeichengröße berechnet wird, gleich der Länge der längsten Zeile wird;

 einen dritten Unterschritt (109, 110) zur Beurteilung, ob die Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen
aller Zeilen eine vorbestimmte Grenzgröße überschreitet oder nicht, die auf der Grundlage der Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile in dem ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zugeordnet wird, und der Zeichengrößen berechnet wird, die jeweils den restlichen Zeilen zugeordnet und versuchsweise in dem ersten Unterschritt durch die zweite Einrichtung (103 bis 108) bestimmt worden sind:

 einen vierten Unterschritt (110) zur Bestimmung der Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile in dem ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zugeordnet worden ist, und der Zeichengrößen, die jeweils den restlichen Zeilen zugeordnet und versuchsweise in dem zweiten Unterschritt (103 bis 108) als die Zeichengrößenattribute der Zeilen bestimmt worden sind, in dem Fall, daß in dem dritten Unterschritt (109, 110) beurteilt wird, daß die Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen aller Zeilen die vorbestimmte Grenzgröße nicht überschreitet; und

 einen fünften Unterschritt (111) zur Multiplikation der jeweiligen Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile in dem ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zugeordnet worden ist, und der Zeichengrößen, die jeweils den restlichen Zeilen zugeordnet und versuchsweise in dem zweiten Unterschritt (103 bis 108) bestimmt worden sind, mit einem Koeffizienten, der entsprechend der Grenzgröße und der Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen der Zeilen bestimmt wird, in dem Fall, daß in dem dritten Unterschritt (109, 110) beurteilt wird, daß die Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen aller Zeilen die vorbestimmte Grenzgröße überschreitet, und zur Bestimmung von Werten als Zeichengrößenattribute der Zeilen, die durch Multiplikation jeder Zeichengröße mit dem Koeffizienten erhalten werden.

9. Banddruckverfahren, wie in Anspruch 7 angegeben, wobei der Schritt (101 bis 111, 120, 121, 130 bis 140, 150 bis 155) zum Erzeugen von Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen, und zum Bestimmen eines Zeichengrößenattributs für jede Zeile umfaßt:

 einen ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zum Erzeugen der Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen und die erhalten werden, in dem Fall, daß die gleiche Zeichengröße allen Zeilen zugeordnet wird;

 einen zweiten Unterschritt (103 bis 108) zur versuchsweisen Bestimmung einer Zeichengröße, die jeder restlichen Zeile, die von den längsten Zeilen verschieden ist, entsprechend den Längeninformationen zugeordnet werden soll, damit die Länge jeder restlichen Zeile, die auf der Grundlage der ihr zugeordneten Zeichengröße berechnet wird, gleich der Länge der längsten Zeile wird;

 einen dritten Unterschritt (120, 121) zur Teilung einer vorbestimmten Grenzgröße der Weite des Bandes in Werte, die jeweils allen Zeilen entsprechen und dem Verhältnis aus der Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile in dem ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zugeordnet worden ist, und den Zeichengrößen der restlichen Zeilen proportional sind, die in dem zweiten Unterschritt (103 bis 108) bestimmt worden sind, und zur Bestimmung der Werte als Zeichengröße, die jeweils allen Zeilen zugeordnet sind.

10. Banddruckverfahren, wie in Anspruch 7 angegeben, wobei der Schritt (101 bis 111, 120, 121, 130 bis 140, 150 bis 155) zum Erzeugen von Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen, und zum Bestimmen eines Zeichengrößenattributs für jede Zeile umfaßt:

 einen ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zum Erzeugen der Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen und die erhalten werden, in dem Fall, daß die gleiche Zeichengröße allen Zeilen zugeordnet wird;

 einen zweiten Unterschritt (103, 104, 131 bis 134) zur versuchsweisen Bestimmung einer Zeichengröße, die jeder restlichen Zeile, die von den längsten Zeilen verschieden ist, entsprechend den Längeninformationen zugeordnet werden soll, damit die Länge jeder restlichen Zeile, die auf der Grundlage der ihr zugeordneten Zeichengröße berechnet wird, so nahe wie möglich der Länge der längsten Zeile wird;

 einen dritten Unterschritt (103, 104, 131 bis 134) zur Auswahl einer Kombination von Zeichengrößen, deren Verhältnis dem Verhältnis aus der Zeichengröße, die der längsten Zeile in dem ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zugeordnet worden ist, und den Zeichengrößen der restlichen Zeilen am nahesten ist, die versuchsweise in dem zweiten Unterschritt (103, 104, 131 bis 134) bestimmt worden sind, aus zulässigen Kombinationen von Zeichengrößen, die in Abhängigkeit von der Anzahl Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes im voraus bestimmt worden sind, und zur Bestimmung der Zeichengrößen der ausgewählten Kombination als die Zei-
11. Banddruckverfahren, wie in Anspruch 7 angegeben, wobei der Schritt (101 bis 111, 120, 121, 130 bis 140, 150 bis 155) zum Erzeugen von Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen, und zum Bestimmen eines Zeichengrößenattributs für jede Zeile umfaßt:

einen ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zur Erzeugung der Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen und die erhalten werden, in dem Fall, daß die gleiche Zeichengröße allen Zeilen zugeordnet wird;

einen zweiten Unterschritt (160 bis 165) zur Auswahl aus vorbestimmten Kombinationen von Zeichengrößen, die jeweils den Zeilen entsprechen, einer der Kombinationen von Zeichengrößen, die der kleinsten Längendifferenz zwischen der längsten Zeile und der zweitlängsten Zeile entspricht, die gemäß den Längeninformationen bestimmt wurde, wobei die Länge der längsten Zeile auf der Grundlage der kleinsten Zeichengröße aus den Zeichengrößen der vorbestimmten Kombinationen berechnet wird, und die Länge der zweitlängsten Zeile auf der Grundlage einer zweitkleinsten Zeichengröße aus den Zeichengrößen der vorbestimmten Kombinationen berechnet wird; und

einen dritten Unterschritt (166) zur Bestimmung der kleinsten Zeichengröße und der zweitkleinsten Zeichengröße aus den Zeichengrößen der ausgewählten Kombination als Zeichengrößenattribute der längsten Zeile bzw. der zweiten Zeile, die entsprechend den Längeninformationen bestimmt wurden.

12. Banddruckverfahren, wie in Anspruch 7 angegeben, wobei der Schritt (101 bis 111, 120, 121, 130 bis 140, 150 bis 155) zum Erzeugen von Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen, und zum Bestimmen eines Zeichengrößenattributs für jede Zeile, das einen Unterschritt (167, 168) umfaßt:

Bestimmen der Zeichengrößenattribute der verbleibenden Zeilen, denen bisher keine Zeichengröße zugeordnet worden ist, in dem Fall, daß die Anzahl der Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes nicht kleiner als drei ist, indem iterativ die kleinste der gegenwärtig nicht zugeordneten Zeichengrößen der ausgewählten Kombination, die in dem zweiten Unterschritt ausgewählt wird, der längsten der gegenwärtig verbleibenden Zeilen zugeordnet wird, bis die Zeichengrößen allen Zeichenzeilen des Eingabetextes zugeordnet sind.

13. Banddruckverfahren, wie in Anspruch 7 angegeben, wobei der Schritt (101 bis 111, 120, 121, 130 bis 140, 150 bis 155) zum Erzeugen von Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen, und zum Bestimmen eines Zeichengrößenattributs für jede Zeile umfaßt:

einen ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zur Erzeugung der Längeninformationen, die die Länge jeder Zeile darstellen und die erhalten werden, in dem Fall, daß die gleiche Zeichengröße allen Zeilen zugeordnet wird;

einen zweiten Unterschritt (160 bis 165) zur Auswahl aus vorbestimmten Kombinationen von Zeichengrößen, die jeweils den Zeilen entsprechen, einer der Kombinationen von Zeichengrößen, die der kleinsten Längendifferenz zwischen der längsten Zeile und der zweitlängsten Zeile entspricht, die gemäß den Längeninformationen bestimmt wurde, wobei die Länge der längsten Zeile auf der Grundlage der kleinsten Zeichengröße aus den Zeichengrößen der vorbestimmten Kombinationen berechnet wird, und die Länge der zweitlängsten Zeile auf der Grundlage einer zweitkleinsten Zeichengröße aus den Zeichengrößen der vorbestimmten Kombinationen berechnet wird; und

einen dritten Unterschritt (135, 136) zur Beurteilung, ob die Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen aller Zeilen eine vorbestimmte Grenzgröße überschreitet oder nicht, die auf der Grundlage der Zeichengröße, die die längsten Zeile in dem ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zugeordnet wird, und der Zeichengrößen berechnet wird, die in dem zweiten Unterschritt (103, 104, 131 bis 134) jeweils den restlichen Zeilen zugeordnet und versuchsweise bestimmt worden sind; und

einen vierten Unterschritt (136) zur Bestimmung der Zeichengröße, die die längsten Zeile in dem ersten Unterschritt (101, 102) zugeordnet worden ist, und der Zeichengrößen, die in dem zweiten Unterschritt (103, 104, 131 bis 134) jeweils den restlichen Zeilen zugeordnet und versuchsweise als die Zeichengrößenattribute der Zeilen bestimmt worden sind, in dem Fall, daß in dem dritten Unterschritt (135, 136) beurteilt wird, daß die Gesamtsumme der Quergrößen aller Zeilen die vorbestimmte Grenzgröße nicht überschreitet; und

einen fünften Unterschritt (137, 138) zur Beurteilung, ob es eine Kombination der Zeichen-
Revisions

1. Dispositif pour imprimer une bande destiné à imprimer un texte en entrée consistant en une ou plusieurs lignes de caractères sur une bande, à y découper une partie imprimée de la bande et à faire éjecter la partie découpée de la bande, le dispositif pour imprimer une bande comprenant:

- des moyens pour évaluer (21a) destinés à évaluer si le nombre de lignes de caractères du texte en entrée n'est pas inférieur à deux, et si on sélectionne ou non un mode s'occupant de taille de caractère, dans lequel on fait automatiquement déterminer une taille de caractère correspondant à chaque ligne ;

- des moyens pour déterminer une taille de caractère (21b, 22a) destinés à générer une information de longueur représentant une longueur de chaque ligne, à laquelle on attribue une taille de caractère analogue, cas dans lequel on fait évaluer par les moyens pour évaluer que l'on sélectionne le mode s'occupant de taille de caractère et que le nombre de lignes de caractères du texte en entrée n'est pas inférieur à deux, et destinés à déterminer un paramètre taille de caractère de chaque ligne conformément à l'information de longueur, afin d'égaliser des longueurs d'au moins deux lignes de caractères les plus longues du texte en entrée ; et

- des moyens pour imprimer (31, 32, 33, 34) destinés à imprimer le texte en entrée conformément au paramètre taille de caractère de chaque ligne, que l'on fait déterminer par les moyens pour déterminer une taille de caractère.

2. Dispositif pour imprimer une bande selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les moyens pour déterminer une taille de caractère (21b, 22a) comprennent:

- des premiers moyens (101, 102) destinés à générer l'information de longueur représentant la longueur de chacune des lignes, que l'on obtient dans le cas où l'on attribue à toutes les lignes la taille de caractère analogue ;

- des deuxièmes moyens (103 à 108) destinés à déterminer provisoirement une taille de caractère à attribuer à chacune des lignes restantes autres que les lignes les plus longues conformément à l'information de longueur, de façon à rendre la longueur de chacune des lignes restantes, que l'on calcule sur la base de la taille de caractère attribuée à celles-ci, égale à la longueur de la ligne la plus longue ;

- des deuxièmes moyens pour évaluer (109, 110) destinés à évaluer si une somme totale de tailles apparentes de toutes les lignes dépasse ou non une taille limitée prédéterminée, la somme totale étant calculée sur la base de la taille de caractère attribuée par les premiers moyens (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue, et les tailles de caractère que l'on attribue respectivement aux lignes restantes et que l'on fait provisoirement déterminer par les deuxièmes moyens (103 à 108) ;

- des moyens (110) destinés à déterminer la taille de caractère attribuée par les premiers moyens (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue et les tailles de caractères respectivement attribuées aux lignes restantes et déterminées provisoirement par les deuxièmes moyens (103 à 108) comme les paramètres taille de caractère pour les lignes, cas dans lequel on fait évaluer par les deuxièmes moyens pour évaluer (109, 110) que la somme totale des tailles apparen-
4. Dispositif pour imprimer une bande selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les moyens pour déterminer une taille de caractère (21b, 22a) comprennent :

des premiers moyens (101, 102) destinés à générer l'information de longueur représentant la longueur de chacune des lignes, que l'on obtient dans le cas où l'on attribue à toutes les lignes la taille de caractères analogue ;

des moyens (111) destinés à multiplier chaque taille de caractère, que les premiers moyens (101, 102) attribuent à la ligne la plus longue, et les tailles de caractères, que l'on fait respectivement attribuer aux lignes restantes et provisoirement déterminer par les deuxièmes moyens (103 à 108), par un coefficient, que l'on détermine conformément à la taille limitée et à la somme totale des tailles apparentes des lignes, cas dans lequel on fait évaluer par les deuxièmes moyens pour évaluer (109, 110) que la somme totale des tailles apparentes de toutes les lignes dépasse la taille limitée prééterminée, et destinés à déterminer des valeurs, que l'on obtient en multipliant chacune des tailles de caractères par le coefficient, comme paramètres taille de caractère des lignes.

3. Dispositif pour imprimer une bande selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les moyens pour déterminer une taille de caractère (21b, 22a) comprennent :

des premiers moyens (101, 102) destinés à générer l'information de longueur représentant la longueur de chacune des lignes, que l'on obtient dans le cas où l'on attribue à toutes les lignes la taille de caractères analogue ;

des deuxièmes moyens (103 à 108) destinés à déterminer provisoirement une taille de caractère à attribuer à chacune des lignes restantes autres que les lignes les plus longues conformément à l'information de longueur, de façon à rendre la longueur de chacune des lignes restantes, que l'on calcule sur la base de la taille de caractère attribuée à celles-ci, égale à la longueur de la ligne la plus longue ; et
des moyens (120, 121) destinés à diviser une taille limitée prééterminée d'une largeur de la bande en valeurs correspondant respectivement à toutes les tailles apparentes des caractères du texte en entrée, et destinés à déterminer les tailles de caractère de la combinaison sélectionnée comme les tailles de caractères attribuées respectivement à toutes les lignes.

5. Dispositif pour imprimer une bande selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les moyens pour déterminer une taille de caractère (21b, 22a) comprennent :

des moyens (101, 102) destinés à générer l'information de longueur représentant la longueur de chacune des lignes, que l'on obtient dans le cas où l'on attribue à toutes les lignes la taille de caractère analogue ;
des moyens (103, 104, 131 à 134) destinés à déterminer provisoirement une taille de caractère à attribuer à chacune des lignes restantes conformément à l'information de longueur, de façon à rapprocher la longueur de chacune des lignes restantes, que l'on calcule sur la base de la taille de caractère attribuée à celles-ci, autant que possible de la longueur de la ligne la plus longue ; et
des moyens (150 à 155) destinés à sélectionner une combinaison des tailles des caractères, le rapport entre celles-ci est le plus proche d'un rapport entre la taille de caractère attribuée par les premiers moyens (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue et les tailles de caractères des lignes restantes provisoirement déterminées par les deuxièmes moyens (103, 104, 131 à 134), à partir des combinaisons optionnelles de tailles de caractère déterminées au préalable en fonction du nombre de lignes de caractères du texte en entrée, et destinés à déterminer les tailles de caractère de la combinaison sélectionnée comme les tailles de caractères attribuées respectivement à toutes les lignes.
son sélectionnée comme paramètres taille de caractère de la ligne la plus longue et de la deuxième ligne la plus longue respectivement déterminés conformément à l’information de longueur.

6. Dispositif pour imprimer une bande selon la revendication 5, dans lequel les moyens pour déterminer une taille de caractère (21b, 22a) comprennent en outre des moyens (167, 168) destinés à déterminer les paramètres taille de caractère du reste des lignes, à chacune desquelles on n’a pas encore attribué une taille de caractère, cas dans lequel le nombre des lignes de caractères du texte en entrée n’est pas inférieur à trois, en attribuant par itération une seule plus petite des tailles de caractères non attribuée en cours de la combinaison sélectionnée jusqu’à une seule plus grande du reste des lignes en cours jusqu’à ce que l’on attribue les tailles de caractère à toutes les lignes de caractères du texte en entrée.

7. Procédé d’impression d’une bande pour imprimer un texte en entrée consistant en une ou plusieurs lignes de caractères sur une bande, pour y découper une partie imprimée de la bande et pour faire éjecter la partie découpée de la bande, le procédé d’impression de la bande, comprenant les étapes consistent à :

générer une information de longueur représentant une longueur de chaque ligne, à laquelle on attribue une taille de caractère analogue, cas dans lequel on sélectionne le mode s’occupant de taille de caractère et le nombre de lignes de caractères du texte en entrée n’est pas inférieur à deux, et à déterminer un paramètre taille de caractère de chaque ligne conformément à l’information de longueur, afin d’égaliser des longueurs d’au moins deux lignes les plus longues de caractères du texte en entrée (101 à 111, 120, 121, 130 à 140, 150 à 155) ; et

imprimer le texte en entrée conformément au paramètre taille de caractère, que l’on détermine par l’étape (101 à 111, 120, 121, 130 à 140, 150 à 155) consistant à déterminer le paramètre taille de caractère de chaque ligne (112).

8. Procédé d’impression d’une bande selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape (101 à 111, 120, 121, 130 à 140, 150 à 155) consistant à générer une information de longueur représentant une longueur de chaque ligne et à déterminer un paramètre de taille de caractère à chaque ligne comprend :

une première sous-étape (101, 102) consistant à générer l’information de longueur représentant la longueur de chacune des lignes, que l’on obtient dans le cas où l’on attribue à toutes les lignes la taille de caractère analogue ;

une deuxième sous-étape (103 à 108) consistant à déterminer provisoirement une taille de caractère à attribuer à chacune des lignes restantes autres que les lignes les plus longues conformément à l’information de longueur, de façon à rendre la longueur de chacune des lignes restantes, que l’on calcule sur la base de la taille de caractère attribuée à celles-ci, égale à la longueur de la ligne la plus longue ;

une troisième sous-étape (109, 110) consistant à évaluer si une somme totale des tailles apparentes de toutes les lignes, que l’on calcule sur la base de la taille de caractère attribuée dans la première sous-étape (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue et les tailles de caractère respectivement attribuées aux lignes restantes et provisoirement déterminées dans la deuxième sous-étape (103 à 108), dépasse ou non une limite préétablie ;

une quatrième sous-étape (110) consistant à déterminer la taille de caractère attribuée dans la première sous-étape (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue et les tailles de caractère respectivement attribuées aux lignes restantes et provisoirement déterminées dans la deuxième sous-étape (103 à 108), comme les paramètres taille de caractère des lignes, cas dans lequel on fait évaluer dans la troisième sous-étape (109, 110) que la somme totale des tailles apparentes de toutes les lignes ne dépasse pas la taille limitée préétablie ; et

une cinquième sous-étape (111) consistant à multiplier chaque taille de caractère, que l’on attribue dans la première sous-étape (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue, et les tailles de caractères, que l’on attribue respectivement aux lignes restantes et que l’on détermine provisoirement dans la deuxième sous-étape (103 à 108), par un coefficient, que l’on détermine conformément à la taille limitée et à la somme totale des tailles apparentes des lignes, cas dans lequel on fait évaluer dans la troisième sous-étape (109, 110) que la somme totale de tailles apparentes de toutes les lignes dépasse la taille limitée préétablie, et consistant à déterminer des valeurs, que l’on obtient en multipliant chacune des tailles de caractères par le coefficient, comme paramètres taille de caractère des lignes.

9. Procédé d’impression d’une bande selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape (101 à 111, 120, 121, 130 à 140, 150 à 155) consistant à générer une information de longueur représentant une longueur
de chaque ligne et à déterminer un paramètre taille de caractère de chaque ligne comprend :

une première sous-étape (101, 102) consistant à générer l'information de longueur représentant la longueur de chacune des lignes, que l'on obtient dans le cas où l'on attribue à toutes les lignes la taille de caractère analogue ;

une deuxième sous-étape (103 à 108) consistant à provisoirement déterminer une taille de caractère à attribuer à chacune des lignes restantes autres que les lignes les plus longues conformément à l'information de longueur de façon à rendre la longueur de chacune des lignes restantes, que l'on calcule sur la base de la taille de caractère attribuée à celles-ci, égale à la longueur de la ligne la plus longue ; et

une troisième sous-étape (120, 121) consistant à diviser une taille limitée prédéterminée d'une largeur de la bande en valeurs correspondant respectivement à toutes les tailles proportionnellement à un rapport entre la taille de caractère attribuée dans la première sous-étape (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue et les tailles de caractères des lignes restantes déterminées dans la deuxième sous-étape (103 à 108), et consistant à déterminer à partir des combinaisons prédéterminées de tailles de caractère correspondant respectivement aux lignes, une seule combinaison de tailles de caractère correspondant à la différence de longueur la plus petite entre la ligne la plus longue et une deuxième ligne la plus longue déterminée conformément à l'information de longueur, la longueur de la ligne la plus longue étant calculée sur la base d'une taille de caractère la plus petite parmi les tailles de caractères des combinaisons prédéterminées, la longueur de la deuxième ligne la plus longue étant calculée sur la base d'une deuxième taille de caractère la plus petite parmi les tailles de caractères des combinaisons prédéterminées ; et

une troisième sous-étape (150 à 155) consistant à déterminer une combinaison des tailles de caractères, le rapport entre celles-ci est le plus proche d'un rapport entre la taille de caractère attribuée dans la première sous-étape (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue et les tailles de caractères des lignes restantes prédéterminées dans la deuxième sous-étape (103, 104, 131 à 134), à partir des combinaisons optionnelles de tailles de caractères déterminées au préalable en fonction du nombre de lignes de caractères du texte en entrée, et consistant à déterminer les tailles de caractère de la combinaison sélectionnée comme les tailles de caractère respectivement attribuées à toutes les lignes.

11. Procédé d'impression d'une bande selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l'étape (101 à 111, 120, 121, 130 à 140, 150 à 155) consistant à générer une information de longueur représentant une longueur de chaque ligne et à déterminer un paramètre taille de caractère à chaque ligne comprend :

une première sous-étape (101, 102) consistant à générer l'information de longueur représentant la longueur de chacune des lignes, que l'on obtient dans le cas où l'on attribue à toutes les lignes la taille de caractère analogue ;

une deuxième sous-étape (160 à 165) consistant à sélectionner, à partir des combinaisons prédéterminées de tailles de caractère correspondant respectivement aux lignes, une seule combinaison de tailles de caractère correspondant à la différence de longueur la plus petite entre la ligne la plus longue et une deuxième ligne la plus longue déterminée conformément à l'information de longueur, la longueur de la ligne la plus longue étant calculée sur la base d'une taille de caractère la plus petite parmi les tailles de caractères des combinaisons prédéterminées, la longueur de la deuxième ligne la plus longue étant calculée sur la base d'une deuxième taille de caractère la plus petite parmi les tailles de caractères des combinaisons prédéterminées ; et

une troisième sous-étape (166) consistant à déterminer une taille de caractère la plus petite et une deuxième taille de caractère la plus petite parmi les tailles de caractère de la combinaison, que l'on sélectionne dans la deuxième sous-étape, comme paramètres taille de caractère de la ligne la plus longue et de la deuxième ligne la plus longue respective-ment déterminées conformément à l'information de longueur.

12. Procédé d'impression d'une bande selon la revendication 11, dans lequel l'étape (101 à 111, 120, 121, 130 à 140, 150 à 155) consistant à générer une information de longueur représentant une longueur de chaque ligne et à déterminer un paramètre taille de caractère de chaque ligne comprend en outre une sous-étape (167, 168) consistant à :
déterminer les paramètres taille de caractère
du reste des lignes, à chacune desquelles on
n'a pas encore attribué de taille de caractère,
cas dans lequel le nombre de lignes de caractères
du texte en entrée n'est pas inférieur à
trois, en attribuant par itération une seule plus
petite des tailles de caractères non attribuées
en cours de la combinaison, que l'on sélectionne
dans la deuxième sous-étape, à une seule plus
longue du reste des lignes en cours jusqu'à ce que l'on attribue les tailles de caractères à toutes les lignes de caractères du texte en entrée.

13. Procédé d'impression d'une bande selon la revision 7, dans lequel l'étape (101 à 111, 120, 121, 130 à 140, 150 à 155) consistant à générer une information de longueur représentant une longueur de chaque ligne et à déterminer un paramètre taille de caractère à chaque ligne comprend :

une première sous-étape (101, 102) consistant
à générer l'information de longueur représentant
la longueur de chacune des lignes, que
l'on obtient dans le cas où l'on attribue à toutes les lignes la taille de caractère analogue ;

une deuxième sous-étape (103, 104, 131 à 134) consistant à déterminer provisoirement une taille de caractère à attribuer à chacune des lignes restantes autres que les lignes les plus longues conformément à l'information de longueur, de façon à approcher la longueur de chacune des lignes restantes, que l'on calcule sur la base de la taille de caractère attribuée à celles-ci, autant que possible de la longueur de la ligne la plus longue ;

une troisième sous-étape (135, 136) consistant à évaluer si une somme totale des tailles apparentes de toutes les lignes, que l'on calcule sur la base de la taille de caractère attribuée dans la première sous-étape (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue et les tailles de caractère respectivement attribuées aux lignes restantes et provisoirement déterminées dans la deuxième sous-étape (103, 104, 131 à 134), dépasse ou non une taille limitée prédéterminée ;

une quatrième sous-étape (136) consistant à déterminer la taille de caractère attribuée dans la première sous-étape (101, 102) à la ligne la plus longue et les tailles de caractère respectivement attribuées aux lignes restantes et provisoirement déterminées dans la deuxième sous-étape (103, 104, 131 à 134) comme les paramètres taille de caractère des lignes, cas dans lequel on fait évaluer dans la troisième sous-étape (135, 136) que la somme totale des tailles apparentes de toutes les lignes ne dépasse pas la taille limitée prédéterminée ;
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